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THE PURE SEED DOCTRINES
- PART 6
Amos Olusegun Omoboriowo

with the consideration of the
Doctrine of Ministry Ordination,
a Doctrine which establishes
Ministry Headship over the
Universal Bride of Jesus Christ.
Today, however, we will be
considering another Foundation
Stone of the Revealed Faith of
Jesus Christ, a Major Doctrine
which goes into the Original
Seed of the Pure Word of God,
and that is the Second Coming
of Jesus Christ, which we have
equally laid out on our chart,
right here, (Brother Amos points
to the chart), on the right side of
the Wheat Sheaf. May God help
us to do justice to this very
I greet you all in the most crucial and most important
precious Name of our Lord Doctrine. Amen.
Jesus Christ, the Son of El
Elyon, the most high God. By 10]. THE SECOND COMING
the grace of God, we will OF JESUS CHRIST: Church of
continue our message titled, the living God, the Second
The Pure Seed Doctrines. In the Coming of Jesus Christ is a very
last segment, we concluded great, very fundamental, and

This message was originally
preached by Brother Amos,
between 2010 - 2012, at Bible
Faith Tabernacle, Lagos,
Nigeria, and was later written
from scratch by Brother Amos,
in January 2020. This particular
Part 6, contains only One
Fundamental Doctrine, The
Second Coming of Jesus
Christ, which makes up part of
the Fifteen Doctrines produced
in The Pure Seed Doctrines
series. It is an easy flowing
breakdown of Scripture, and is
most self-explanatory.
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very crucial Doctrine,
because it goes to the root
of our salvation, the root of
our faith, and the reason
that we believe. For we
believe that Jesus Christ
died on the cross at Calvary
for our sins, and rose to life
on the third day for our
justification, and that he is
coming back for us. It is as
Apostle Paul contended in
the Book of 1 Corinthians
Chapter 15, verses 12-19:
“Now if Christ be
preached that he rose
from the dead, how say
some among you that
there is no resurrection
of the dead? But if there
be no resurrection of the
dead, then is Christ not
risen: And if Christ be not
risen, then is our
preaching vain, and your
faith is also vain”,
(because Christ would then
not be able to bring us out
of the grave)! “Yea, and we
are found false witnesses
of God; because we have
testified of God that He
raised up Christ: whom
He raised not up, if so be
that the dead rise not. For
if the dead rise not, then
is not Christ raised: And
if Christ be not raised,
your faith is vain; ye are
yet in your sins. Then
they also which are fallen
asleep in Christ are
perished.” (Because there
would be No Resurrection,
and No Rapture)! “If in this
life only we have hope in
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Christ, we are of all men
most miserable.” And that
is very true! This lets us see
the utter seriousness of the
Doctrine we are now
setting forth, because it
deals with the Return of
Jesus Christ, which every
true believer is earnestly
looking forward to.
Consequently, it is a Major
Doctrine, a revelational
stone of truth, which the
Original Apostles were
used to set in the
Foundation Structure of the
Original Church, the Early
Church, for it goes into the
Original Seed of the Word.
Therefore, it is most
certainly a Fundamental
Doctrine we cannot afford
not to know; we cannot
afford not to know where
the truth lays on this very
important issue of faith,
because we cannot afford
to miss the Return of Jesus
Christ, as that would be a
great spiritual disaster!
That is just how serious and
fundamental, this precious
and priceless stone of
Revealed Truth is!
Church, before we give a
breakdown of the Doctrine
of the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ, may I first
warn, and it must be well
noted, that when we speak
of the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ, it is in relation
to his First Coming, which
was a Physical Coming,
when he first came to pay

the price of sin, by his death
on the cross at Calvary.
Because we cannot speak
of the second of anything,
without mentioning the first!
However, it is very
important that we also
realise, that the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ
gives us a Twofold Coming,
for it comprises of A
Mystical Coming, (A
Secret Coming), as well as
A Second Physical
Coming, and this is an
issue of faith that is greatly
controverted in
Christendom, particularly
by the Denominational
World. The carnal
arguments the religious
world proffer (give), for
rejecting the truth of the
Mystical Return of Christ,
are essentially twofold;
they are two main
arguments, amongst many
other carnal arguments.
Their first contention, which
is a very puerile (childish)
one, is that if there is a
Mystical Coming, then we
would not have Two
Comings of Christ, but
Three Comings, Three
Comings which they
erroneously believe the
Bible does not give us. I say
it is very childish,
revelatorilly speaking,
because when we even
speak of the Resurrection
from the Dead, we have
Only Two Resurrections,
and yet, the First
Resurrection is in three
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distinct phases or three
orders, with a whopping
two thousand years
between the first order, and
the second order, and with
even a further near seven
years between the second
order, and the third order,
and yet, it is still One
Resurrection! It is One
Resurrection, because it is
the Only Resurrection that
has Eternal Life, and
consequently, God takes it
as ONE, even though it is in
Three Phases! The Second
Resurrection, on the other
hand, although it has only
just One Phase to it,
nevertheless, it has the
Second Death firmly and
irrevocably attached to it,
for it does not have any
Eternal Life attributes to it!
So, what are they going to
do with the First
Resurrection, which has
three distinct phases, with
three different time periods
making it up?! Are they
going to call it Four
Resurrections?! What
ridiculous people! Their
second argument, is that
there are many Scriptures
which clearly show that the
saints will pass through
what they see as the
coming Great Tribulation,
(which is really nothing
other than the Last Phase
of the Great Tribulation),
and that, as such, there is
no possibility or room for a
Pre-Tribulation Return of
Christ for the saints, but
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only a Post-Tribulation
Return of Christ, on the Day
of the Lord. This means in
essence, that all they see in
the Word of God, is just the
Second Physical Coming
of Jesus Christ, and that
just shows that they have a
total lack of divine
revelation of the Holy
Scriptures! They do not see
the Mystical Coming, only
because they have no true
revelation of God's Great
Plan of Redemption, for the
god of this evil Age has
blinded their eyes! It is just
as Apostle Paul revealed in
2 Corinthians Chapter 4,
verses 3-4: “But if our
Gospel be hid” (IN ANY
RESPECT), “it is hid to
them that are lost: In
whom the god of this
world hath blinded the
minds of them which
believe not”, (a class
which certainly takes in
those whom Jesus Christ
referred to as, “Ye that work
iniquity”, in Matthew 7:2123), “lest the light of the
glorious Gospel of
Christ, who is the image
of God, should shine
unto them.” Furthermore,
it is very obvious, that they
do not understand the
scriptural fact, that God has
different classes of saints,
and as such, the saints
portrayed in the Last Great
T r i b u l a t i o n h o u r, a r e
definitely not Bride saints,
but are only the Elect
Jewish saints, as well as

the Elect Gentile Foolish
Virgins! And having no
revelation to distinguish
one class of saint from the
other, they erroneously
assume that the saints they
see portrayed or revealed
during the coming
Tribulation Era, the Last
Phase of the Great
Tribulation, make up the
Church of Jesus Christ, the
Lamb's wife, the Bride, but
that assumption is most
untrue! For instance, in the
Book of Revelation
Chapter 13, speaking
about the coming
Antichrist, verse 7 records:
“And it was given unto
him to make war with THE
SAINTS, and TO
OVERCOME THEM: and
power was given him
over ALL kindreds, and
tongues, and nations.”
This is one of the many
passages of Scripture,
which preachers like Ralph
Woodrow, (the author
better known for writing the
book, Babylon Mystery
Religion: Ancient And
Modern), has used, to deny
the Secret Coming of Jesus
Christ, which gives us the
Rapture, as he did in his
book titled, Great
Prophecies Of The Bible,
the Third Printing, dated
April 1979, declaring on
pages 32-33, and please
note that ALL emphasis is
mine: “While it is true the
word “Church” does not
appear after Chapter
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Three until the last part of
Revelation, we believe
the Church is definitely
referred to by other terms
that are used in these
Chapters. Take
Revelation 13:7, for
example. “And it was
given unto him [the
beast] to make war with
the SAINTS.” Is not this a
clear reference to the
Church? Revelation
13:10 mentions the
“patience and faith of the
SAINTS” – patience and
faith in the midst of
persecution! The
“SAINTS” are again
mentioned in Chapter
16:6. In Chapter 17, we
read about the
Babylonian woman
“drunken with the blood
of the SAINTS” (verse 6)
and that “in her was
found the blood of the
SAINTS” (18:24). HERE,
THEN, ARE SEVERAL
REFERENCES TO THE
SAINTS; THAT IS, THOSE
WHO MAKE UP THE
C H U R C H . ” Ye t , t h e
fundamental question,
brothers and sisters, is this:
Who are “the saints” that
the Antichrist will
“overcome” in the Last
Week of Daniel, the saints
referred to in Revelation
Chapters 13-18?! That is
the material question, for
anyone can quote the
Scriptures, just carrying
mere letters! (2 Cor. 3:6).
And we can also compare
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Scripture with Scripture
carnally, because we can
be comparing mere letters,
having no divine revelation
of anything, which is
exactly what Ralph
Woodrow did with the great
prophecies of this endtime, in his book under
reference, completely
muddling and overturning
the prophetic projections of
the Holy Bible! No wonder,
he not only bluntly and
incredibly denies the
coming Antichrist,
erroneously claiming that
he has already been
expressed and fulfilled in
the Papacy in the Dark
Ages, when that was just
the expression of the
established office of the
coming Antichrist, whose
office first had to be
established; Ralph
Woodrow even also stoutly
denies the Jews having the
Last Week of Daniel,
grossly and erroneously
contending that they have
used up the whole of their
70 Weeks, ALL which he
did by comparing mere
letters, having no iota of
divine revelation, which the
Spirit of God alone gives!
So, for the umpteenth time,
the vital question remains:
Who are “the saints”
ordained to pass through
the coming Last Phase of
the Great Tribulation,
saints who will be martyred
by the Antichrist?! That is
the fundamental question!

Brothers and sisters,
speaking specifically and
scripturally of this end-time,
this Laodicean Age, this
Seventh and Final Church
Age, you must know that
we have three distinct
classes of God's elect
saints: The Bride, who are
the Wise Virgins, and who
make up the Church, the
Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ; the Foolish
Virgins, (which class of
saints, along with the Bride,
are ALL Gentile believers,
Gentile saints, giving us
two classes of Gentile
saints); AND we also have
the Jewish saints. Please
note that the last two
classes of saints, the Elect
Gentile Foolish Virgins, and
the Elect Jewish saints, are
ALL Tribulation Saints,
being WHITE ROBED
SAINTS. Surely, IF you
have any respect for the
inspired Scriptures, you are
certainly not going to take
the SAINTS clothed in
“Fine Linen”, who are the
Bride, recorded in
Revelation 19:7-9, and mix
them up with the Tribulation
SAINTS, who are clothed in
plain “White Robes”, as
recorded in Revelation 7:917, and say that they are
the same! Come on! Now
please come with me to
Revelation Chapter 14, to
see the prophetically coded
identity of the Two classes
of Tribulation saints we
have in this Laodicean Age,
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who will pass into the Last
Week of Daniel. Revelation
Chapter 14, verses 9-13,
speaking of that Final
Tribulation hour, states:
“And the third angel
followed them, saying
with a loud voice, If any
man worship the beast
and his image, and
receive his mark in his
forehead, or in his hand”,
(in the hour when it is
required), “The same
shall drink of the wine of
the wrath of God, which
is poured out without
mixture into the cup of
his indignation; and he
shall be tormented with
fire and brimstone in the
presence of the holy
angels, and in the
presence of the Lamb:
And the smoke of their
torment ascendeth up for
ever and ever: and they
have no rest day nor
night, who worship the
beast and his image, and
whosoever receiveth the
mark of his name. Here is
the patience” (or trial) “of
the saints” (of God. And
exactly who are these
saints): “here ARE THEY
t h a t k e e p t h e
commandments of God”,
(the Lord's prophetic code
for the Elect Jewish saints),
“AND the faith of Jesus”,
(the Lord's prophetic code
for the Gentile Foolish
Virgins, both group of
saints being White Robed
saints, who are divinely
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6

ordained to seal their
testimonies with their
blood, in the Last Week of
Daniel, being Tribulation
saints. And in order to
encourage them, so that
they can pay this mortal
price for their faith, the
Spirit of the Lord added):
“And I heard a voice
from heaven saying
unto me, Write, Blessed
are the dead which die
in the Lord from
HENCEFORTH: Yea,
saith the Spirit, that they
may rest from their
labours; and their works
do follow them.” It is this
same two classes of saints
that we also see in heaven,
for we see their souls in
heaven, in Revelation
Chapter 15, verses 1-3,
which states prophetically:
“And I saw another sign
in heaven, great and
marvellous, seven
angels having the seven
last plagues; for in them
is filled up the wrath of
God. And I saw as it were
a sea of glass mingled
with fire: and THEM that
had gotten the victory
over the beast, and over
his image, and over his
mark, and over the
number of his name”,
(which was demanded in
the coming Tribulation
hour), “stand on the sea
of glass, having the
harps of God.” (But who
are they? The identity of
these saints are clearly

revealed, but in a coded
prophetic language, borne
by the revelational song
they sing, the message of
God that they receive):
“And THEY sing the song
of Moses the servant of
God”, (which is the Torah,
the Commandments,
evidencing that they are
Elect Jewish saints), “AND
the song of the Lamb”,
(which is the New
Te s t a m e n t F a i t h ,
evidencing that they are
Gentile Foolish Virgins),
“saying, Great and
marvellous are thy
works, Lord God
Almighty; just and true
are thy ways, thou King
of saints.” It is this
particular class of saints,
that Prophet Daniel also
spoke about in Daniel
Chapter 7, when he was
speaking about the coming
Antichrist, the “Little
Horn” of the Roman Beast
Empire, which is the Pope
of that coming hour, in
verses 19-22, saying:
“Then I would know the
truth of the Fourth
Beast”, (the Roman Beast,
which at this end-time,
gives us the European
Union), “which was
diverse from ALL the
others” (before it),
“exceeding dreadful,
whose teeth were of iron,
and his nails of brass;
which devoured, brake in
pieces, and stamped the
residue with his feet; And
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of the Ten Horns” (of
Europe) “that were in his
head, and of the other”
(Horn) “which came up”,
(the Little Horn which came
up, which is the Papacy),
“and before whom three”
(kings) “fell”, (for they
were subdued by the
Papacy, according to
verse 24); “even of that
Horn that had eyes,
and a mouth that spake
very great things, whose
look was more stout
than his fellows.” (Now
watch): “I beheld, and the
same Horn made war
with THE SAINTS, and
PREVAILED AGAINST
THEM; UNTIL THE
A N C I E N T O F D AY S
CAME” (ON THE DAY OF
THE LORD, immediately
after the end of the 70th
Week), “and judgment
was given to the saints of
the most High; and the
time came that the saints
possessed the
kingdom”, (the Millennial
kingdom).
Brothers and sisters, the
prophetic passage we just
read in the Book of Daniel,
synchronies perfectly with
the prophetic projection we
also have in the Book of
Revelation Chapter 13, for
they speak of the same
prophetic hour of the
coming Antichrist, and both
Books convey the same
class of saints whom the
Antichrist will kill, who are
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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none other than the Elect
Jewish saints, AND the
Elect Gentile Foolish
Virgins, “rightly dividing
the Word of Truth”! (2
Tim. 2:15). However,
because of those who
erroneously teach that
what we have of God, is A
Post-Tribulation Rapture,
(A Translation right AFTER
the Tribulation), just as
Jesus Christ appears in the
sky on the Day of the Lord,
and not a Pre-Tribulation
Rapture, (A Translation
BEFORE the Tribulation),
we will go straight to
Revelation Chapter 20, to
tear down this very warped
teaching, leaving no stone
unturned, that we may do
justice to the Word of God.
We have to do this,
because the religious world
is full of writings and oral
teachings of men, ALL
projections of untruths,
completely muddling up the
truth of God concerning the
Second Coming of Jesus
Christ, outrightly denying
the Mystical Return of
Christ, which is his Secret
Coming. In Revelation
Chapter 20, a prophetic
passage which clearly
goes beyond the Day of the
Lord, when wicked
humanity are wiped off the
face of the earth, and time
brings us directly to the
Judgment of Nations, just
before the Millennium
commences, of which the
Holy Bible now plainly

records in verses 1-4:
“And I saw an angel come
down from heaven,
having the key of the
bottomless pit and a
great chain in his hand.
And he laid hold on the
dragon, that old serpent,
which is the Devil, and
Satan, and bound him
a thousand years, And
cast him into the
bottomless pit, and shut
him up, and set a seal
upon him, that he should
deceive the nations no
more, TILL THE
THOUSAND YEARS”
(MILLENNIAL REIGN)
“ S H O U L D
B E
FULFILLED: and after
that he must be loosed a
little season. And I saw
THRONES” (PLURAL),
“and THEY sat upon
THEM, and judgment”
(authority) “was given
UNTO THEM”, (who are
the Immortal Bride saints,
judging under Jesus Christ,
and with Jesus Christ, who
is now the King of kings and
Lord of lords. Now watch
closely what happens at
this very serious prophetic
juncture of time): “and I
saw THE SOULS of THEM
that were beheaded”
(martyred) “for the
witness of Jesus”, (who
are the Elect Gentile
Foolish Virgins), “AND for
the word of God”, (who
are the Elect Jewish
saints), “and which had
not worshipped the
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beast, neither his image,
neither had received his
mark upon their
foreheads, or in their
hands”, (when these
things were demanded,
during the Last Three and a
half years of the Last Week
of Daniel, the Last Great
Tribulation Period); “AND
THEY LIVED AND
REIGNED WITH CHRIST
A THOUSAND YEARS.”
Church, please note that
ALL these saints were
resurrected, only after the
70th Week of Daniel had
ended; and more
importantly, THEY WERE
RESURRECTED, ONLY
AFTER THE SECOND
PHYSICAL COMING OF
JESUS CHRIST HAD
FIRST INSTITUTED THE
DAY OF THE LORD! They
were resurrected, only after
the whole world had first
been overturned by God,
and ungodly humanity had
already been wiped out,
leaving only an extreme
remnant of people, out of
the Nations of the world,
who will then come before
the Judgment of Nations,
before which thrones,
these Tribulation Saints
were now resurrected! Now
I ask: Where do we see
these saints resurrect just
before the Second Physical
Coming of Jesus Christ?!
They will not even be
here to witness, the most
glorious and most
spectacular Physical
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6

Descent of Jesus Christ
to the earth from heaven,
the crowned King, who
comes in the sky with
awesome power and
great glory, and in the
company of innumerable
angels, on the Day of the
Lord, a most wonderful
and majestic descent
t o t h e e a r t h !
FURTHERMORE, AND
THIS IS A VERY CRUCIAL
S C R I P T U R A L FA C T,
THESE SAINTS ALSO
MISS THE MARRIAGE IN
HEAVEN, AND THEY
MISS IT, ONLY BECAUSE
THEY ARE WHITE
ROBED SAINTS, AND
ARE NOT PART OF THE
B R I D E O F C H R I S T,
CHRIST'S MYSTICAL
UNIVERSAL BRIDE
BODY, THE FINE LINEN
ROBED SAINTS! COME
ON! Brothers and sisters,
open your eyes, and see
the Doctrine of Life, so you
do not walk in darkness, so
that the shame of your
nakedness is not made
public, for there is No PostTribulation Rapture, where
saints will be resurrected
and translated to heaven,
just at the very end of the
Last Week of Daniel, as
Christ descends from
heaven to earth, for that is
nothing but spiritual
hogwash! The absolute
and infallible truth, brothers
and sisters, is that there is a
Mystical Coming of Jesus
Christ, attached to his

Second Coming, and ALL
these truths we hope to
clearly and firmly establish
by the Holy Scriptures, the
Lord being our helper, for
the Holy Bible is the sole
(exclusive) foundation of
the true revealed Faith of
God! As we said earlier,
when we use the term the
“SECOND Coming of
Christ”, it is used or spoken
in relation to his FIRST
Coming, and it is also in this
same vein, that the
Scriptures speak of the
Second Coming.
Nevertheless, the
scriptural fact remains, that
the Second Coming of the
Lord has a Mystical or
Secret Coming attached to
it, and we say this by the
Holy Scriptures, as we shall
soon see, a Coming which
gives us the Rapture. As
some people contend, it is
true that we do not have the
word “Rapture” in the Holy
Bible, which simply means
to be transported to
heaven, nevertheless, we
have similar terms in the
Holy Bible describing the
same event, one in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 4,
verse 17, which is to be
“Caught Up”, and the
other term in Hebrews
Chapter 11, verse 5, which
is to be “Translated”, both
terms which mean the
same thing as Rapture. 1
Thessalonians Chapter 4,
verses 16-17, declares
prophetically: “For the
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Lord himself shall
descend from heaven
with a shout, with the
voice of the archangel,
and with the trump of
God: and the dead in
Christ shall rise first:
Then we which are alive
and remain SHALL BE
CAUGHT UP together
with them in the clouds,
to meet the Lord in the
air: and so shall we ever
be with the Lord.” This
give us the Catching Up,
the Rapture. Hebrews
Chapter 11, verse 5, also
states: “By faith Enoch
was TRANSLATED” (TO
HEAVEN) “that he should
not see death; and was
not found, because GOD
HAD TRANSLATED HIM:
for before his
TRANSLATION he had
this testimony, that he
pleased God.” So, we can
all clearly see that the Holy
Bible does indeed promise
us a Translation to heaven,
which is called the Rapture,
and this event is firmly tied
to the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ, and cannot
be divorced from it,
regardless of what the
religious world say to the
contrary. What we must
understand as Bride saints,
a people following Jesus
Christ in a true divine
revelation of the Word, is
that the Second Coming of
Jesus is truly a Second
Coming, whichever way we
look at it, even though it has
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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two phases, two
applications. In its first
application, which is to the
Elect Bride Church, it is
indeed the Second Coming
of Christ to the saints
making up the Bride of
Christ! That will be the
Second time that the Bride
saints will see him, and I
say that, because the
beginning nucleus of the
Bride was made up of
Jewish saints! And in its
second application, which
is to the whole of humanity,
the unbelieving world, it is
the Second Coming of
Christ, because that is
indeed the Second time
that they will also see him!
Come on! That is why the
Second Coming of Jesus
Christ has a double
application: It applies to the
Mystical Coming of Christ
for the Bride, and it also
applies to the Physical
Coming of Christ to the
Unbelieving World!
Moreover, the absolute and
irrefutable fact remains,
that Jesus Christ actually
comes Physically to earth,
only Twice: In his First
Advent, his First Coming,
which is past, and in his
Second Advent, at his
Second Physical Coming,
which is still future. On the
other hand, and in total
contrast, in his Mystical or
Secret Coming, he does
not come down to earth at
all, because he only
descends secretly into the

clouds of heaven, and we
will be Caught up to meet
him up there in the sky, and
move with him to heaven,
and as such, his Coming
TO EARTH truly remains
Two, for indeed, he has
only Two Physical
Comings! In other words,
his return for his Bride is not
Physically visible to the
world, but is strictly
Mystical, and hence, only
the Bride will see him on
that day, for they will meet
him up in the sky, in this
secret event called the
Rapture, which scripturally
speaking, is to be “Caught
up”, or to be “Translated”,
or to be Caught away! And
as we stated earlier, that
will be the Second time the
saints will be seeing him.
However, and please
consider this, for I say this
to those who have
problems with the scriptural
classification of Christ's
Mystical Coming with his
Physical Coming: Why
should God even inspire
His Word, particularly those
conveying very crucial and
great prophetic events, to
be written in such a way
that every Tom, Dick, and
Harry can understand it,
without the aid of the
revelation which God alone
gives?! Exactly! The very
fact that in prophecy, God
chose to attach the
Mystical Return of Christ to
his Second Coming, does
not nullify the Second
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Coming in any way, for
God is at total liberty to
make the Return of Christ a
spiritual puzzle, which his
Second Coming truly is!
And this is precisely why
Christendom is divided
over this Doctrine of the
Holy Bible, for multitudes of
Church goers are
stumbling on this great,
very important, and most
beautiful truth, a Major
Doctrine! It is not for
nothing that we are warned
in the Holy Bible, as
recorded in 2 Peter
Chapter 1, verses 20-21:
“Knowing this first,
that NO PROPHECY OF
THE SCRIPTURE IS OF
A N Y P R I V A T E
INTERPRETATION. For
the prophecy came not in
old time by the will of
man: but holy men of God
spake as they were
moved by the Holy
Ghost.” Consequently,
we do not carry the mere
letter of the Word of God,
but its divine revelation,
which the Spirit of the Lord
alone gives. (2 Cor. 3:6).
Full stop! What is
important, brothers and
sisters, is that we establish
everything by the Holy
Scriptures, without forming
a block to any verse of
Scripture that bears upon
this very Doctrine. Period!
That is what is most
important, and that is what
proves that a man has a
perfect revelation of the
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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Word of Life, for everything
must be solidly
substantiated by the Word
of God!
Having laid out this
material background, we
will now delve straight
into setting forth the
Doctrine of the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ,
which first gives us a
Mystical Coming in the air,
FOR HIS BRIDE, followed
by a Physical Coming to the
earth, TO WIPE AWAY THE
WORLD, and establish the
Millennial Kingdom.
Starting with the
consideration of the
declaration our Lord made
in 33 AD., laid out in the
Gospel of Saint Matthew
Chapter 24, beginning from
verses 26-27, the Holy
Bible records: “Wherefore
if they shall say unto you,
Behold, he” (the Lord
Jesus Christ) “is in the
desert; go not forth:
behold, he is in the secret
chambers; believe it
not.” (Now watch): “For as
the lightning cometh out
of the east, and shineth
even unto the west”,
(being a universally visible
event, one that is physical,
and can be seen globally);
“so shall also the coming
of the Son of man be.”
Now, brothers and sisters,
we must realise that this
prophetic revelation, refers
exclusively to the Physical
Return of Christ, which will

be globally visible, because
his Second Physical
Coming will be seen from
all over the globe, that is,
from coast to coast,
bearing no secrecy in its
projection or manifestation.
Hence, when Jesus Christ
appeared to the saints for
40 days, after his
resurrection, unveiling to
them many truths about the
kingdom, in Acts Chapter 1,
verses 9-11, Saint Luke
records: “And when he
had spoken these things,
while they beheld, he was
taken up; and a cloud
received him out of their
sight. And while
they looked stedfastly
toward heaven AS HE
WENT UP” (PHYSICALLY,
BODILY), “behold, two
men stood by them in
white apparel”, (two
angels of God); “Which
also said, Ye men of
Galilee, why stand
ye gazing up into
heaven? this same
Jesus, which is TAKEN
UP FROM YOU INTO
HEAVEN, shall so come
IN LIKE MANNER as ye
have seen him go into
heaven”, (meaning that it
will be a physical descent to
earth that Jesus will make
in that day, and it will also
be visible to men). That is
precisely why the Holy
Bible states in the
Apocalypse, the Book of
Revelation, Chapter 1,
verse 7: “Behold, he”
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(Jesus) “cometh with
clouds; AND EVERY EYE
SHALL SEE HIM, and
they also which pierced
him”, (referring to the
children of Israel): “and
ALL kindreds of the earth
shall wail because of
him”, (when they see him
Coming Physically and
visibly to earth, having
stoutly denied and rejected
him). “Even so, Amen.”
With this thought
established, and coming
back to continue the
inspired account of
Matthew Chapter 24, it lets
us see undoubtedly, that
indeed, Matthew Chapter
24, verse 27, which speaks
of the Coming of the Lord,
as “the lightning cometh
out of the east, and
shineth even unto the
west”, speaks strictly of
the Second Physical
Return of Christ. It gives us
nothing but Christ's return
on the Day of the Lord, right
after the 70th Week of
Daniel, immediately after
the Last Phase of the Great
Tribulation. And that is
exactly what this Chapter of
Matthew laid out in detail
from verse 29, skipping
verse 28, which relates to
the preparatory dealing of
God with the Bride, “the
Eagles” of God, in the light
of divine revelation, the
Fresh “Carcase” of the
revealed Word of God that
they gather around, and
which they feast on, as their
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divine sustenance.
Continuing the thought
projection of verse 27,
verses 29-31 now
declares: “IMMEDIATELY
after the tribulation of
those days shall the sun
be darkened, and the
moon shall not give her
light, and the stars shall
fall from heaven, and the
powers of the heavens
shall be shaken: And
then shall appear THE
SIGN of the Son of man in
heaven”, (for it is FIRST A
SIGN that will appear, the
SIGN of the Son of man,
obviously one that is
associated with Jesus
Christ, most likely a giant
cross, dazzling with a
billion stars, hanging in the
sky for the whole wide
world to see, putting the
whole world on notice that it
is showdown time, for it is
now time for Christ's
Second Physical Advent
(Coming), to take over the
rulership of Planet Earth,
and to establish the
Millennium): “and then
shall ALL the tribes of the
earth mourn, and they
shall see THE SON OF
M A N C O M I N G ”
(PHYSICALLY), “in the
clouds of heaven with
power and great glory.
And he shall send his
angels with a great sound
of a trumpet, and they
shall gather together his
elect from the four winds,
from one end of heaven

to the other”, (for the great
and glorious descent to the
earth, to take over the
Planet, on the Day of the
Lord). Brothers and sisters,
as I stated earlier, this
prophetic passage of
Scripture, gives us nothing
but the Second Physical
Return of Jesus Christ to
earth, when God, just as He
did in the days of Noah, will
overthrow the world, and
establish the Millennium,
which Saint Peter referred
to as “… A NEW EARTH,
wherein dwelleth
righteousness.” (2 Peter
3:13). However, before we
move on to consider other
relevant Scriptures relating
to the Second Physical
Advent of Jesus Christ,
we want to first introduce
his Mystical Coming at
this point, which gives us
the Rapture, and
sufficiently deal with it,
because the last verse
we just read in this
passage of Scripture of
Matthew Chapter 24,
verse 31, gives us a hint
about the Secret Return of
Christ, his Mystical
Coming. This is because
both Comings are
tied together in
the prophetic declarations
Jesus made in this
very Chapter, when he
was speaking about his
Second Coming; both
Comings are laid out
in the prophetic content
that we have in this
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Chapter of the Holy Bible. WHEREVER these very
Please come with me.
“elects” of God may be
stationed in that day, they
Saint Matthew Chapter 24, shall ALL be gathered for
verse 31 declares: “And this glorious descent, A
he” (Jesus Christ in TRUTH WHICH WE HAVE
heaven, in preparation for T O C O N F I N E T O
his Physical Return to H E AV E N , B E C A U S E
earth), “shall send his THAT IS PRECISELY
angels with a great sound WHERE THESE ELECTS
of a trumpet, and they ARE COMING FROM ON
shall gather together his THAT DAY! Nevertheless,
elect” (saints) “from the the revelation of both
four winds, FROM ONE inspired Books, are the
END OF HEAVEN TO THE same, for they are one,
OTHER.” The material when we look at it by the
question we now need to eye of divine revelation,
ask, a question which this which does not allow
prophetic verse invites, is Scripture to fight Scripture,
this: Exactly when did but only always harmonies
these elect saints go up to ALL Scriptures relating to
heaven, for them to be an issue, making perfect
prepared (gathered) in revelatory sense! The
heaven on this day, for this absolute truth is this: The
glorious decent back to focus of the inspiration that
earth, on the Day of the Apostle Mark received for
L o r d ? ! T h a t i s t h e his Book, was not the
f u n d a m e n t a l i s s u e ! prophetic events of the end
However, it is needful to time, but rather, it focused
point out, that the Gospel of on the supernatural works
Saint Mark Chapter 13, of Jesus Christ, “the
gives us a little different Branch”; whilst on the
rendition, by adding “part other hand, the inspiration
of the earth” to his t h a t S a i n t M a t t h e w
projection in verse 27, received, was focused on
stating: “And then shall the end time prophetic
he” (Jesus Christ) “send revelation of Jesus Christ.
his angels, and shall Hence, the reason Saint
gather together his elect Matthew bore the writing of
from the four winds, from the detailed prophetic
the uttermost part OF r e v e l a t i o n s o f C h r i s t
T H E E A R T H t o t h e pertaining to this end time,
u t t e r m o s t p a r t O F which Saint Mark only
HEAVEN”, speaking of the touched on in a very small
whole world. Saint Mark measure, was because on
said it this way, to mean that the other hand, he bore the
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inspired account of the
miraculous works of Jesus
Christ, and we must be able
to see this marked
distinction, for it is an
irrefutable scriptural fact!
Moreover, and more
i m p o r t a n t l y, i t i s a n
irrefutable scriptural fact,
that THIS GATHERING IN
THE SKY, FOR THE
GLORIOUS DESCENT TO
EARTH, DOES NOT
PRODUCE OR INDUCE A
RESURRECTION AND A
TRANSLATION, and as
such, the “elects” referred
to in this prophetic passage
of Scripture, have to be
confined to the “elects” in
heaven, and not on earth!
Full stop! We cannot carry
the mere letter of Saint
Mark's account, but its
divine revelation,
particularly because the
prophetic event concerned,
was also touched upon by
Jesus Christ, in Revelation
Chapter 19, verses 11-19,
which equally gives us the
awesome gathering and
majestic descent of the
King of kings and Lord or
lords, and consequently,
the absolute truth remains,
just as Saint Matthew
Chapter 24, verse 31
records: “And he” (the
Lord Jesus, at his Physical
Coming on the Day of the
Lord), “shall send his
angels with a great sound
of a trumpet, and they
shall gather together his
elect from the four winds,
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FROM ONE END OF
H E AV E N T O T H E
OTHER.” Therefore,
brothers and sisters, you
will agree with me, that for
these elects to be
summoned and prepared
from the different realms or
regions of paradise, they
must have certainly been
taken up at a much earlier
time. Consequently, the
material question now, is
this: When were they taken
up?! Exactly when were
they “Caught up” to
heaven?! That is precisely
what the Lord Jesus now
began to lay out in
prophecy from the next
verse, the succeeding
verse, which is verse 32,
where he stated: “Now
learn a parable of the fig
tree”, (which is prophetic of
the Nation of Israel);
“When his branch is yet
tender, and putteth forth
leaves”, (speaking
prophetically of her
restoration as a nation at
this end time, which took
place in May 1948), “ye
know that summer is
nigh: So likewise ye,
when ye shall see ALL
these things, know that IT
IS NEAR, EVEN AT THE
DOORS.” (And exactly
what is near, even at the
doors? It is the Mystical or
Secret Return of Jesus
Christ for his Bride)! “Verily
I say unto you, This
generation shall not
pass, till ALL these
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things be fulfilled.
Heaven and earth shall
pass away, but my Words
shall not pass away.”
(Now pay close attention):
“But of that DAY and
HOUR” (OF THE
RAPTURE; the very DAY
and HOUR when we will be
CAUGHT UP, which gives
us Christ's Mystical Return,
THE VERY DAY OF HIS
SECRET COMING),
“KNOWETH NO MAN, no,
not the angels of heaven,
but my Father only.” Hold
it right there! Before you
question the application of
this verse of Scripture, to
Jesus Christ's Secret
Return for his Bride at the
Rapture, I must remind you
that this prophetic
statement was given, in
answer to three direct and
specific questions the
disciples had asked Jesus
Christ, and his reply, was a
direct answer to these
three questions. In verses
1-3, it is written: “And
Jesus went out, and
departed from the
temple” (in Jerusalem):
“and his disciples came
to him for to shew him the
buildings of the temple.
And Jesus said unto
them, See ye not all these
things? verily I say unto
you, There shall not be
left here one stone upon
another, that shall not be
thrown down. And as he
sat upon the mount of
Olives, the disciples

came unto him privately,
saying, Tell us, WHEN
shall these things be?”
(referring to the destruction
of the temple, which took
place in 70 AD., by the hand
of the Roman Army
commanded by General
Titus, which was their first
question); “AND WHAT
shall be the Sign of THY
COMING” (FOR THE
BRIDE, on the DAY of the
RAPTURE, as promised by
the Lord in John 14:1-3,
which was their second
question); “AND OF the
End of the World?” (when
Jesus comes to overthrow
the whole world, wiping out
ungodly humanity, in order
to establish the Millennial
Reign, at his Physical
Return to earth, which was
their third and final
question). Brothers and
sisters, the last two
questions, take in the Two
Future Comings of the
resurrected Christ: FIRST,
for his Universal Bride
Church, when we shall be
“Caught up”, at his
Mystical Coming, and
SECOND, to take over the
World, on the Day of the
Lord, which gives us “the
End of the World.” Now
please come with me.
Remember that our focus
at the moment is on the
Mystical Coming of Jesus
Christ, which is strictly for
the Rapture, our
Translation to heaven. In
John Chapter 14, verses 1Ref. No.: 21-03-2010
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3, Jesus Christ gave us his
unfailing Word of promise,
clearly stating: “Let not
your heart be troubled:
ye believe in God, believe
also in me. In my Father's
house” (or domain; in my
Father's kingdom), “are
many mansions” (or
temples; many dwelling
places, speaking
figuratively of the new
bodies for our inner man,
glorified eternal bodies): “if
it were not so, I would
have told you. I go to
prepare a place for you”,
(that we might have the
divine access to our new
physical bodies, taking on
immortal bodies). “And if I
go and prepare a place
for you, I WILL COME
AGAIN, AND RECEIVE
YOU UNTO MYSELF; that
where I am, there ye may
be also.” Did you hear
that? Jesus Christ declared
plainly and categorically,
that HE IS COMING BACK
FOR US! The pertinent
question, therefore, is this:
Exactly when is Jesus
Coming Again to receive us
to himself?! It is specifically
on the DAY and the HOUR
of the RAPTURE, which is
at his Mystical Coming, for
that is precisely when he
“will Come Again” for
those of us who are his
Elect Bride seeds! So, right
here in John Chapter 14,
verses 1-3, we have a sure
word of promise, of the
Coming of Jesus Christ for
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the Royal Bride, and it is
distinct and separate from,
his Physical Advent at the
very “end of the World”,
on the Day of the Lord,
which is precisely why the
last two questions the
disciples asked, have
different signs, and
different prophetic timings
of God! They required the
Sign of his Coming for the
Bride Church, AND the
Sign for the End of the
World, on the Day of the
Lord, which gives us Two
Comings, One Mystical,
and the other Physical!
Consequently, who, but a
stark unbeliever, will argue
that Jesus Christ is not also
Coming back at the End of
the World, following his
Mystical Coming for his
Bride Church?! Therefore,
you have to see without any
iota of doubt, that the two
last questions the disciples
asked, relate to Christ's
Two Future Comings: One
which is Mystical (Secret),
and the other which is
Physical! Church, it is an
irrefutable fact, that the
prophetic truths that were
laid out in Matthew Chapter
24, were laid out in direct
response to the specific
questions that Jesus was
asked by his disciples. And
the last two questions
relate to the Two Future
Comings of Christ: A
MYSTICAL COMING, and
A PHYSICAL COMING,
ALL PROPHETICALLY

CONVEYED IN THE HOLY
BIBLE, UNDER THE
UMBRELLA DOCTRINE
OF THE SECOND
COMING OF JESUS
CHRIST! Yes! Absolutely!
Follow me into the Word of
God, for we are on holy
ground. Leaving the issue
of his Second Physical
Coming, which is
scripturally plain,
undeniable, and a truth that
is generally accepted in
Christendom, for it is not
greatly controverted, we
first want to scripturally
establish his Mystical
Coming, which is highly
controverted. And even
those who believe in the
Mystical Coming, have it all
wrong when it comes to its
realisation, erroneously
teaching that the whole
world will know that the
Rapture has taken place,
with airplanes crashing,
because their pilots have
gone in the Rapture; with
trains crashing, and cars
crashing all over the world,
creating global mayhem,
havoc, and chaos, because
their drivers have gone in
the Rapture, and all such
carnal nonsense, when it
will be a total secret, hidden
from the world!
Nevertheless, the Mystical
Coming of Jesus Christ, is
a Fundamental Doctrine
that every Elect Bride saint
must and will see, because
it is this great event that
ignites the Rapture, which
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is her coronation day, for
that is precisely what that
Secret Coming is about: IT
IS ALL ABOUT THE
RAPTURE, THAT WE MAY
GO FOR THE MARRIAGE
I N H E AV E N ! T h i s i s
scripturally a most
undeniable truth, except
one is a chronic unbeliever!
Watch closely, for truth
always stands tall, and it
will always stand tall!
Before we return to
continue with our
breakdown of Matthew
Chapter 24, as it relates to
the Mystical Advent of
Jesus Christ, we first want
to sufficiently establish the
fact, that scripturally
speaking, there is a Direct
Promise of a Mystical
Coming of Christ, which is
perfectly and irrevocably
tied to his Second Coming.
We have just seen the
Promise of the Lord
recorded in John 14:1-3,
where Jesus said: “… And
if I go and prepare a place
for you, I WILL COME
AGAIN, and receive you
unto myself; that where I
am, there ye may be
also”, a divine promise
which gives us his Second
Coming, but only his
Mystical Coming. The
second witness of the Word
of God, is recorded in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 2,
where Saint Paul plainly
declared in verses 17-19:
“But we, brethren, being
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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taken from you for a short
time in presence, not in
heart, endeavoured the
more abundantly to see
your face with great
desire. Wherefore we
would have come unto
you, even I Paul, once
and again; but Satan
hindered us. For what is
our hope, or joy, or crown
of rejoicing? Are not even
ye in the presence of our
Lord Jesus Christ AT HIS
COMING?” Now I ask:
Which Coming of Christ is
this? You have to see the
Mystical Coming of Jesus
Christ; Not his Physical
Coming, but his Secret
Coming, for that is
precisely when the Bride
will be “Caught up” to
heaven, FOR THE
MARRIAGE SUPPER, and
we will appear before “the
Judgment Seat of
Christ”, FOR OUR
REWARD, which is when
we will have rejoicing! 2
Corinthians Chapter 5, is
tied in with this Coming, for
it states in verses 9-10:
“Wherefore we labour,
that, whether present or
absent, we may be
accepted of him. FOR WE
MUST ALL APPEAR
B E F O R E
T H E
JUDGMENT SEAT OF
CHRIST; that every one
may receive the things
done in his body,
according to that he hath
done, whether it be good
or bad.” Romans Chapter

14, verse 10, also speaks
of the same Judgement
Seat of Christ. The material
question, therefore, is this:
Just when are we going to
appear before the
Judgment Seat of Christ in
heaven? It is at the Mystical
Coming of Jesus Christ,
and not on the Day of the
Lord, which is Christ's
Physical Coming! The third
witness of the Holy
Scriptures we will now
consider, which gives us
the Promise of the Mystical
Coming of Christ, is in the
Book of 1 Corinthians
Chapter 1, where Apostle
Paul rejoiced in verses 4-7,
declaring: “I thank my
God always on your
behalf, for the grace of
God which is given you
by Jesus Christ; That in
every thing ye are
enriched by him, in all
utterance, and in all
knowledge; Even as the
testimony of Christ was
confirmed in you: So that
ye come behind in no gift;
waiting for THE COMING
of our Lord Jesus
Christ.” Here, Apostle
Paul also spoke of the
Coming of Jesus Christ to
the Corinthian saints,
believers. The question is,
exactly when is Jesus
Coming? It is most certainly
at his Mystical Coming for
his Bride Church, for we
cannot take this to the Day
of the Lord, which gives us
his Physical Advent! Let us
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even take a look at this very
great, crucial, and most
promising prophetic event
of the afterlife, laid out in 1
Corinthians Chapter 15, for
it gives us an undeniable
and crucial witness, and it
states in verses 19-23: “If
in this life only we have
hope in Christ, we are of
all men most miserable.
But now is Christ risen
from the dead, and
become the firstfruits of
them that slept. For since
by man came death, by
man came also the
resurrection of the dead.
For as in Adam ALL die,
even so IN Christ shall
ALL be made alive. But
every man in his own
order”, (or batch, or group
of sainthood. FIRST):
“Christ the firstfruits”,
(taking in the Resurrection
of Jesus Christ, with ALL
the Old Testament saints
who subsequently rose
with him); “AFTERWARD
they that are Christ's”,
(referring to his Elect Bride
C h u r c h ) , “ AT H I S
COMING.” Now we see
another scriptural promise
of Christ's Coming. And
exactly when is this? It is at
his Mystical Coming for his
Bride, on the Day of the
Rapture! Saints of God,
ALL these Scriptures tie in
firmly and perfectly, with the
absolute and infallible
promise the Lord Jesus
gave us in John Chapter
14, verses 1-3, for he
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clearly promised: “… I
WILL COME AGAIN, and
receive you UNTO
MYSELF”! Church, you
must know, that this is the
particular Coming for which
the disciples asked the
Master for its Sign, in
Matthew Chapter 24, verse
3! We are looking strictly at
the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ the Royal
Bridegroom, FOR HIS
ROYAL BRIDE, on the very
DAY and HOUR of the
RAPTURE, which is his
Mystical Coming, not his
Physical Coming!
In 1
Peter Chapter 1, verse 13,
this Mystical Coming of
Christ, is precisely what
Apostle Peter even
referred to as “the
revelation of Jesus
Christ”, which is his Secret
Manifestation to his Bride,
declaring: “Wherefore
gird up the loins of your
mind, be sober, and
HOPE to the end for the
grace that is to BE
BROUGHT unto you AT
THE REVELATION OF
JESUS CHRIST!” He said
this, because it is a Secret
Manifestation exclusively
to the Bride in the sky,
where we will meet him, on
that glorious DAY and
HOUR of the RAPTURE,
t h a t g l o r i o u s
RESURRECTION
MORNING! In 2 Timothy
Chapter 4, Saint Paul also
referred to this very event,
although he used a

different term for it, calling it
“his appearing”,
declaring in verse 8:
“Henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of
righteousness, which the
Lord, the righteous
judge, SHALL give me AT
THAT DAY: and not to me
only, but unto ALL them
also that love HIS
APPEARING.” And
exactly when is this? It is at
the Mystical Coming of
Jesus Christ for his Bride,
o n t h e D AY o f t h e
RAPTURE! The revelation
of Apostle John, ties in
perfectly with this truth,
plainly declaring in 1 John
Chapter 3, from verse 1:
“Behold, what manner of
love the Father hath
bestowed upon us, that
we should be called the
sons of God: therefore
the world knoweth us
not, because it knew him
not.” (Now watch verse 2):
“Beloved, now are we the
sons of God, and it doth
not yet appear what we
shall be: but we know
that, WHEN HE” (JESUS)
“SHALL APPEAR, WE
SHALL BE LIKE HIM;
FOR WE SHALL SEE HIM
AS HE IS.” And exactly
when is this appearing of
Christ? It is at his Mystical
Coming for his Bride, for
that is when we shall be
changed to be like him!
Consequently, we can all
see without any shadow of
doubt, that scripturally, we
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also have an unfailing
promise of the Coming of
the Lord Jesus, exclusively
for his Bride Church, which
gives us nothing but a
Mystical Coming, a Secret
Coming for the Translation
of his Royal Bride, firmly
tied to his Second Coming!
Period!
Church, having earlier
scripturally established the
fact, that the prophetic
pronouncements the Lord
made in Matthew Chapter
24, were direct answers to
the three questions Christ's
disciples had asked him,
we will now return to
continue our breakdown of
that Chapter, Matthew
Chapter 24, beginning
again from verse 36, and it
plainly declares: “But of
that DAY and HOUR” (of
Christ's Return for his
Royal Bride, the particular
DAY and HOUR of the
RAPTURE), “KNOWETH
NO MAN, no, not the
angels of heaven, but my
Father only.” (And
according to the inspired
record of Mark Chapter 13,
verse 32, even Jesus
Christ admitted in that day,
that he also did not know
that DAY and HOUR of the
RAPTURE. Continuing
with Matthew Chapter 24,
in verse 37, Jesus states):
“But as the days of Noe
were, so shall also the
coming of the Son of man
be”, (the Lord speaking
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prophetically about the
degenerate, moral and
social conditions of the
earth, at this end-time,
leading up to the Rapture,
leading up to Jesus Christ's
Mystical Coming for his
Royal Bride). “For as in
the days that were before
the flood they were
eating and drinking,
marrying and giving in
marriage, until the day
that Noe entered into the
ark, AND KNEW NOT
UNTIL THE FLOOD
CAME, and took them all
away; SO SHALL ALSO
THE COMING OF THE
SON OF MAN BE”,
(WHEN HE COMES TO
CATCH AWAY HIS BRIDE
TO HEAVEN, ON THE
VERY DAY AND HOUR OF
THE RAPTURE. Now
watch closely, because you
cannot apply what now
follows to the Day of the
Lord; you cannot apply it to
the hour of Christ's
Physical Return. Verse 40):
“Then shall Two”
(People) “be in the field”,
(in the grave, as part of the
dead); “THE ONE SHALL
BE TAKEN” (IN THE
RESURRECTION TO
HEAVEN), “AND THE
OTHER LEFT” (BEHIND
I N T H E G R AV E O N
EARTH). “Two Women
shall be grinding at the
mill”, (as part of the living,
speaking of industry),
“THE ONE SHALL BE
TA K E N ” ( I N T H E

RAPTURE TO HEAVEN),
“AND THE OTHER LEFT”
(BEHIND ON EARTH, this
being a completely
SECRET and SUDDEN
EVENT. And because of
this fact, the Master now
seriously warned): “Watch
therefore: for ye know
not WHAT HOUR your
Lord doth COME” (FOR
HIS BRIDE CHURCH).
“But know this, that if the
goodman of the house
had known IN WHAT
W AT C H ” , ( W H AT
SPECIFIC HOUR), “the
thief would come, he
would have watched, and
would not have suffered
his house to be broken
up”, (the Lord using it as a
type). “THEREFORE BE
YE ALSO READY”,
(because there is a divine
spiritual state of readiness
that the Elect Bride of
Jesus Christ must and will
attain, for the Return of
Christ): “for IN SUCH AN
HOUR as ye think not the
Son of man COMETH”,
(the Lord consistently
emphasising the absolute
fact, that it is the very DAY
and HOUR of the
RAPTURE, that we will not
know, and not the Year or
the Season of Rapture,
which YEAR and SEASON
of Christ's Return we will
definitely know, once the
Seventh Seal has been
broken, and the Seven
Prophetic Thunders are
anointed! The Lord
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admonished): “Who then
is a faithful and wise
servant, whom his lord
hath made ruler over his
household, to give them
MEAT IN DUE SEASON?
Blessed is that servant,
whom his lord when he
cometh shall find so
doing. Verily I say unto
you, That he shall make
him ruler over ALL his
goods. But and if that evil
servant”, (a serpent seed),
“shall say in his heart, My
lord delayeth HIS
COMING; And shall begin
t o s m i t e h i s
fellowservants”, (who are
the faithful and wise
servants), “and to eat and
drink with the drunken;
The lord of that servant
SHALL COME IN A DAY
when he looketh not for
him, and IN AN HOUR that
he is not aware of, And
shall cut him asunder,
and appoint him his
portion with the
hypocrites: there shall be
weeping and gnashing of
teeth”, (in the Last Phase
of the Great Tribulation,
having to face the
Antichrist, and the wrath of
God). Brothers and sisters,
on account of the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ, and
the necessary preparation
required for this Mystical
Return, is precisely why
verse 28, which speaks
about “the eagles”
gathering together around
the Fresh “Carcase”, had
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to be inserted, following
verse 27, which plainly
speaks about the Visible
Physical Return of Jesus
Christ. Verse 27 declares:
“For as the lightning
cometh out of the east,
and shineth even unto
the west; so shall also the
coming of the Son of man
be”, his Physical Coming.
Hence, brothers and
sisters, verse 27 and verse
28, two different verses of
Scripture, gives us the Two
Future Comings! The
absolute truth, brothers
and sisters, is that the Lord
juggled the recorded
account, for as we stated
before, verse 28 strictly
relates to our preparation
for the Mystical Return of
Jesus Christ for his Bride.
AND IT IS BY FEASTING
CONTINUOUSLY ON THE
FRESH “CARCASE” OF
THE REVEALED WORD
OF GOD, JESUS
CHRIST'S CONTINUING
R E V E L AT I O N , T H E
FRESH “MANNA” OF
GOD. Verse 28 states:
“For wheresoever the
CARCASE IS, (which is the
Fresh kill of the Word of
God), THERE WILL THE
EAGLES BE GATHERED
TOGETHER.” Please hold
it right there, and quickly
turn with me to Luke
Chapter 17, which conveys
a similar prophetic picture,
where Jesus proclaimed in
verses 34-37: “I tell you, in
THAT NIGHT” (OF THE

RAPTURE; the night of our
Translation or Catching
away to heaven), “there
shall be Two Men in one
bed” (sleeping); “THE
ONE SHALL BE TAKEN”
(IN THE RAPTURE), “AND
THE OTHER SHALL BE
LEFT” (BEHIND). “Two
Women shall be grinding
together”, (working,
labouring); “THE ONE
SHALL BE TAKEN” (IN
THE RAPTURE), “AND
THE OTHER LEFT”
(BEHIND). “Two Men
shall be in the field”, (in
the grave); “THE ONE
SHALL BE TAKEN” (IN
THE RESURRECTION),
“AND THE OTHER LEFT”
(BEHIND IN THE GRAVE.
Now listen attentively to
this): “And they answered
and said unto him,
WHERE, LORD? And he
said unto them,
WHERESOEVER THE
BODY” (OF CHRIST) “IS”
(TO BE GATHERED),
“THITHER WILL THE
EAGLES BE GATHERED
TOGETHER” (IN THE
SKY, TO MEET JESUS
CHRIST). Catch it! Let
every eagle of God know,
that this verse is a little
different in its wording; it is
different in its projection;
and it is different in its
prophetic application,
when compared to
Matthew Chapter 24, verse
28, even though they both
relate to the Bride of Jesus
Christ! For whilst Matthew
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24:28, applies to the
Feasting on the Fresh
“Carcase” of the Revealed
Word of God, the LifeSaving Meal of the Eagles
of God, who are the Elect
Bride, IN PREPARATION
FOR THE COMING
RAPTURE, on the other
hand, and in total contrast,
Luke 17:37, speaks
specifically about THE
RAPTURE EVENT
ITSELF: IT SPEAKS OF
THE MEETING IN THE
AIR, ON THE DAY OF
R A P T U R E , AT T H E
MYSTICAL RETURN OF
CHRIST! Glory be to God!
And what a day that will be!
Brothers and sisters, I tell
you, the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ, is one
Fundamental Doctrine you
do not want to mess up, IF
you want to be in that
glorious meeting in the air!
Coming back to continue
Matthew Chapter 24, we
will retake verses 45-51,
where our Lord sternly
warned: “Who then is a
FAITHFUL and WISE
SERVANT, whom his
Lord hath made ruler
over His household, TO
GIVE THEM MEAT IN DUE
SEASON? Blessed is that
Servant, whom his Lord
when He cometh” (for his
Bride), “shall find so
doing. Verily I say unto
you, That He shall make
him ruler over ALL His
goods” (in the
Millennium). “But and if
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that Evil Servant”, (a
collective noun, standing
for evil servants following
the End-Time Message,
tare preachers), “shall say
in his heart, My Lord
delayeth His COMING”
(FOR HIS BRIDE); “And
shall begin to smite”,
(condemn and or blight)
“his fellowservants”,
(who are standing firmly
and faithfully for the Fresh
“Carcase” of the Word, the
“Meat in Due Season', the
Present and Continuing
Revelation of Jesus Christ
of the Holy Bible, which is
the Spiritual Lifeline of the
Elect Royal Bride), “and to
eat and drink with the
drunken”, (spiritually
speaking, by rejecting,
condemning, and trampling
upon the Fresh “Carcase”
of the Word of God, twisting
and perverting the truth of
the Word, peddling
untruths); “The Lord of
that servant shall come
IN A DAY when he looketh
not for Him, and IN AN
HOUR that he is not
aware of”, (because these
evil servants, being tares,
are not following Jesus
Christ in any true divine
revelation of the Word),
“And shall cut him
asunder, and appoint him
his portion with the
hypocrites: there shall be
weeping and gnashing of
teeth”, (in the Last Phase
of the Great Tribulation,
where they will take the

Mark of the Beast). The
crucial issue is this: In his
projection about his
Mystical Coming, which
gives us the Rapture, why
did the Master talk about
faithfulness in serving
“MEAT in Due Season”?
It is exactly as the Book of
Ephesians Chapter 5 says,
in verses 26-27: “That he”
(Jesus Christ) “might
sanctify and cleanse it”,
(cleanse the Bride Church),
“with the washing of
water by the Word” (that
has been opened up for her
at this end-time, an everflowing and unlimited
stream of life, the Fresh
Carcase), “THAT HE”
(JESUS CHRIST) “MIGHT
PRESENT IT TO HIMSELF
A GLORIOUS CHURCH,
NOT HAVING SPOT, OR
WRINKLE, OR ANY SUCH
THING; BUT THAT IT
SHOULD BE HOLY AND
WITHOUT BLEMISH.”
THIS GIVES US BRIDE
SAINTS, A CONSTANT
AND CONTINUOUS
UNVEILING OF THE
S C R I P T U R A L
REVELATION OF JESUS
CHRIST, THE FRESH
“CARCASE” OF THE
PURE WORD OF GOD!
Amen and amen! That is
why, we must precisely
take verse 28, which gives
us the Fresh “Carcase”,
“Meat in Due Season”,
skip verses 29-31, which
deals squarely with the
Second Physical Coming
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of Christ, and tie it to the
Rapture, at the Mystical
Coming of Christ, as laid
out in verses 37-51,
“RIGHTLY DIVIDING THE
WORD OF TRUTH”! (2
Tim. 2:15). Brothers and
sisters, we can all see, that
indeed, Matthew Chapter
24, gives us the Two Future
Comings of Jesus Christ:
His Mystical Coming, and
his Physical Coming. With
this truth established, we
will also move directly to
consider the prophetic
picture laid out in the
Apocalypse, because it
covers both Future
Comings of Jesus Christ.
In the Book of Revelation
Chapter 19, which brings
us to a heavenly setting,
because the events
portrayed therein, right
from verse 1, are events
taking place in heaven,
now beginning from verse
7, the Holy Bible records:
“Let us be glad and
rejoice, and give honour
to Him” (who is God
Almighty): “FOR THE
MARRIAGE OF THE
LAMB IS COME” (IN
HEAVEN; IT HAS FINALLY
COME), “AND HIS WIFE”,
(THE BRIDE OF CHRIST),
“HATH”, (PAST TENSE;
“SHE HATH”) “MADE
HERSELF READY” (ON
EARTH, PRIOR TO HER
T R A N S L AT I O N T O
HEAVEN; SHE HAD MET
THE STANDARD OF THE
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SPIRITUAL IMAGE THAT
GOD HAD SET FOR HER.
CONSEQUENTLY): “AND
TO HER WAS GRANTED
THAT SHE SHOULD BE
A R R AY E D I N F I N E
LINEN, CLEAN AND
WHITE”, (MEANING
PROPHETICALLY, THAT
GOD SENT DOWN THE
QUICKENING POWER TO
HER, GIVING THE BRIDE
HER PHYSICAL BODY
CHANGE, ON THAT DAY
AND HOUR OF THE
RAPTURE, AT THE VERY
H O U R O F H E R
TRANSLATION): “FOR
THE FINE LINEN IS THE
RIGHTEOUSNESS OF
SAINTS.” (Now listen to
this): “And he saith unto
me, WRITE, BLESSED
ARE THEY WHICH ARE
CALLED UNTO THE
MARRIAGE SUPPER OF
THE LAMB. And he saith
unto me, These are the
true sayings of God.”
Amen and amen! Brothers
and sisters, this prophetic
passage of Scripture,
which is really a prophetic
preview of the coming
marriage in heaven,
infallibly confirms, for it is
solid divine evidence, that
Jesus Christ will COME for
his Royal Bride, at his
Mystical Coming. I say that,
because his Second
Physical Coming would not
have taken place as yet,
just as we shall soon
confirm from the
Scriptures, in this same

Chapter of the Book of
Revelation, for this Chapter
takes both Future Comings
of Jesus Christ into
account. RIGHT HERE AT
HIS MYSTICAL COMING,
NOT ON THE DAY OF HIS
PHYSICAL COMING, BUT
AT HIS SECRET COMING,
WE SEE CHRIST
PRESENTING THE BRIDE
“TO HIMSELF A
GLORIOUS CHURCH,
NOT HAVING SPOT, OR
WRINKLE, OR ANY SUCH
THING”, EXACTLY AS
EPHESIANS CHAPTER 5,
V E R S E
2 7 ,
P R O P H E T I C A L LY
RECORDS! With the
Mystical Coming of Jesus
Christ for his Bride having
been accomplished in this
prophetic preview, and the
Bride having had her
marriage supper in heaven,
when she receives the
reward of her love and
faithfulness to Jesus
Christ, and having enjoyed
her honeymoon, exploring
the corridors and the
various realms of heaven,
from verse 11 of Revelation
Chapter 19, the Holy Bible
then records: “And I”
(John) “saw heaven
opened” (visibly to the
whole world, on the Day of
the Lord, at the Second
Physical Coming of Jesus
Christ to earth), “and
behold a white horse;
and he” (Jesus Christ)
“that sat upon him was
called Faithful and True,
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and in righteousness he
doth judge and make
WAR. His eyes were as a
flame of fire”, (burning
with holy indignation, as
this is now war time, the
day for a serious and final
showdown with the evil and
wicked inhabitants of the
earth), “and on his head
were many crowns; and
he had a name written,
that no man knew, but he
himself. And he was
clothed with a vesture
dipped in blood: and his
name is called The Word
of God”, (Jesus Christ the
Coming King. Now watch):
“And the Armies”, (Plural
Armies), “WHICH WERE
IN HEAVEN” (ALREADY),
“followed him upon white
horses, CLOTHED IN
FINE LINEN, WHITE AND
CLEAN”, (a prophetic
description of the Royal
Bride of Christ, who alone
is clothed in this glorious
divine garment, in ALL the
redeemed family of God, as
conveyed earlier in verse
8). Brothers and sisters,
this passage proves three
fundamental things.
FIRST: It proves that the
Bride of Christ is in prime
focus, for she is the preeminent class among the
heavenly Armies, which
takes in the resurrected Old
Testament saints, along
with the holy angels of God,
for we are looking at “Joel's
Army”! SECOND: It proves
that there is indeed a PreThe Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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Tribulation Rapture, a PreTribulation Mystical
Coming of Jesus Christ for
his Bride, who are now
seen with Christ at his
Second Physical Coming,
riding with him on white
horses, having been in
heaven very much prior to
this glorious physical
descent to earth! THREE: It
proves that once Jesus
Comes back for his Bride,
they are inseparable from
then on, fulfilling the
promise Jesus made in
John Chapter 14, verses 23, which provides: “In my
Father's house are many
mansions: if it were not
so, I would have told you.
I go to prepare a place for
you. And if I go and
prepare a place for you, I
will Come Again, and
receive you UNTO
MYSELF; THAT WHERE”
(SOEVER) “I AM, THERE
YE MAY BE ALSO”,
(FROM THAT POINT ON).
That is precisely why we
see Jesus Christ “the
Lamb”, and his Bride, “his
Wife”, in heaven,
conveyed in Revelation
Chapter 19, verses 7-9,
Christ having already
Come for her, and we also
see them together as
Husband and Wife on the
Day of the Lord, riding
“upon white horses”,
Coming together to
Physically take over the
Planet, as revealed in
verse 14! Now deny that!

The prophetic revelation of
Prophet Enoch, recorded in
the Book of Jude Chapter
1, agrees with this truth,
declaring in verses 14-15:
“And Enoch also, the
seventh from Adam,
prophesied of these,
saying, BEHOLD, the
Lord” (Jesus) “COMETH
with ten thousands of his
saints”, (who were already
with him in heaven, prior to
the hour of his Second
Physical Return to earth),
“To execute judgment
upon ALL”, (on the Day of
the Lord), “and to
convince ALL that are
ungodly among them of
ALL their ungodly deeds
which they have ungodly
committed, and of ALL
their hard speeches
which ungodly sinners
have spoken against
him.” How does Jesus the
coming King of the whole
earth, come with “ten
thousands of his saints”,
IF they had not been taken
up to heaven, prior to this
glorious descent to earth?!
Come on! It just does not
make any sense to deny
some things! Church, we
have gone into Revelation
Chapter 19, only to
scripturally establish the
absolute and infallible truth,
that the Doctrine of the
Second Coming of Jesus
Christ, gives us a Two-fold
Coming: First A Mystical
Coming, and then A
Physical Coming! With this
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laid out, we will leave
Revelation Chapter 19 for
now, because we are not
yet dealing with the Second
Physical Coming, as we
first want to finish laying out
the truths about the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ for his Bride, on the
Day of the Rapture. We
needed to give additional
scriptural witnesses, of the
fact that we have the
promise of the Mystical
Coming of Christ, tied to the
Second Coming of Jesus
Christ, and we must see
both the Mystical and the
Physical Comings. For just
like in Matthew Chapter 24,
which lays out both the
Mystical and Physical
Comings, Revelation
Chapter 19, also touches
on both Future Comings. I
repeat: In the prophetic
revelation of Jesus Christ
expressed in the Book of
Revelation Chapter 19, the
Lord first give us in verses
7-9, the revelation of THE
BRIDE IN HEAVEN, FOR
THE MARRIAGE
CELEBRATION, which is at
his Mystical Coming, after
which he also gave us in
v e r s e s 11 - 1 4 , H E R
DESCENT TO EARTH,
WITH HIMSELF, ON THE
DAY OF THE LORD, which
is at his Second Physical
Coming, for both Comings
are tied together in
prophecy, relating to the
Second Coming of Jesus
Christ! Now we can move
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on to establish the Doctrine
of the Rapture, at Christ's
Mystical Return, in its
material prophetic detail,
and may God help us with
this message, that we may
do justice to truth, for
without Him, we can do
absolutely nothing, and
that is the Gospel truth!
The pertinent question
now, is this: When will the
Rapture take place? In
other words: When can we
possibly have the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ?
When can we expect his
appearing for his Bride?
We have to ask this
question, because what all
these carnal preachers out
there consistently teach, is
this: “The Rapture can
happen any day; it can
take place at any time”,
which is a whole load of
rubbish! However, in order
to answer this crucial and
very important question,
please turn with me to the
Second Epistle of Saint
Paul to the Thessalonians,
which holds the divine ace
or key for this vital truth. In 2
Thessalonians Chapter 2,
verses 1-3, speaking
specifically about the
Rapture, the Holy Bible
records from verse 1:
“Now we beseech you,
brethren, by THE
COMING OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST” (FOR
HIS BRIDE, HIS
MYSTICAL ADVENT),

“ A N D B Y O U R
GATHERING TOGETHER
UNTO HIM” (IN THE SKY,
ON THAT DAY OF THE
RAPTURE; for this is
precisely what the Spirit of
the Lord was now inspiring
Apostle Paul to set forth),
“That ye be not soon
shaken in mind, or be
troubled, neither by
spirit”, (speaking of any
so-called prophetic
revelation relating to the
Rapture), “nor by word”
(which any preacher may
have taught or will teach on
this subject), “nor by letter
as from us”, (letters
purportedly written by
Apostle Paul, or
purportedly written by any
of the other Original
Apostles), “as that the
Day OF CHRIST is at
hand”, (falsely projecting
that the Mystical Return of
Jesus Christ for the
Rapture, is about to take
place, in that First Age of
Christendom). Please
note, brothers and sisters,
that “The Day OF
CHRIST” referred to right
here, is not the same as
“The Day OF THE LORD”,
which gives us Christ's
Physical Coming,
as recorded in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 5,
verse 2, and in 2 Peter
Chapter 3, verse 10, even
though the wordings are
similar, and it is only
because both days relate to
the same Lord and Christ!
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Hence, it is very easy to mix
up these two days, making
them look like one day, as
the religious world
erroneously do, when they
are actually two different
prophetic days, having
about seven years inbetween them! Saints of
God, we have to consider
the particular prophetic
context in which “The Day”
is used in relation to Jesus
Christ, in order to
determine which particular
day this is! Absolutely! Do
not also forget, that the title
of “Christ”, means the
Anointed One of God, the
Promised Messiah, whilst
the title of “Lord” means
R u l e r , M a s t e r !
Consequently, when we
consider “the day” in
relation to its title, “THE
D AY O F C H R I S T ” ,
REFERS TO THE DAY OF
THE MESSIAH'S
MYSTICAL RETURN FOR
HIS BRIDE, his
Redeemed; whilst on the
other hand, “THE DAY OF
THE LORD”, REFERS TO
THE DAY OF THE LORD'S
PHYSICAL RETURN TO
RULE, THE DAY OF HIS
RULERSHIP OF THE
PLANET, when he comes
to overturn the whole world,
and establish the
Millennium! With this
knowledge at the back of
our minds, and coming
back to reconsider the
prophetic passage of
Scripture under reference,
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2 Thessalonians Chapter 2,
verse 2, and also
considering the context in
which “the day” was used,
we must realise that we
have to tie “THE DAY of
Christ” TO “our
gathering together unto
him”, in the sky, at his
Mystical Return, because
that is precisely what this
verse give us! For verse 1,
which clearly states: “Now
we beseech you,
brethren, by THE
COMING OF OUR LORD
Jesus Christ, and by OUR
GATHERING TOGETHER
UNTO HIM” (IN THE SKY,
ON THE DAY OF THE
RAPTURE), is tied firmly to
“The Day of Christ”
recorded in verse 2! In
other words, “The Day of
Christ”, which we have in
verse 2, is firmly tied to our
gathering together unto
Christ, which is precisely at
his Mystical Coming, and
not at his Physical Coming!
Having scripturally settled
this truth, now pay rapt
attention to the prophetic
conditions which the Holy
Spirit clearly established,
before the Rapture can
take place, and for the
Rapture to take place.
Verse 3: “Let no man
deceive you by any
means: for THAT DAY”
(OF THE RAPTURE, THAT
DAY OF CHRIST, THE
V E R Y D AY O F T H E
MYSTICAL RETURN OF
JESUS CHRIST) “shall

not come, EXCEPT” (and
only EXCEPT), “there
come a Falling Away
FIRST”, (from the Original
Faith of Jesus Christ of the
Holy Bible, which has been
Restored to us here at this
end-time, in this Laodicean
Age, by Elijah the Prophet),
“AND that man of sin be
revealed, the son of
perdition”, (the Antichrist,
giving us the SECOND
infallible and immutable
scriptural condition, the
fulfilment of which the
Rapture event hangs
upon). Please note that this
verse, which speaks of the
revelation of the man of sin,
for it says that “the man of
sin BE REVEALED”,
gives us his Manifestation,
his Introduction, as the
head of the European
Union, and it is not about
the revelation of the truths
relating to him. In 1 Peter
Chapter 1, when Apostle
Peter spoke about the
saints expecting “The
REVELATION of Jesus
Christ”, you most certainly
would not interpret this to
mean, that they are
expecting the unveiling of
the truths concerning
Jesus Christ! That verse
records: “Wherefore gird
up the loins of your mind,
be sober, and hope to the
end for the grace that is
to be brought unto you
AT THE REVELATION OF
JESUS CHRIST.” The
word “revelation” as used
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in this verse of Scripture,
gives us “the Manifestation
of Jesus Christ” to his
Bride, on the Day of the
Rapture! In the same vein,
the Antichrist being
“revealed”, simply means
that he is to be “Manifested”
to the World, as he takes
over the leadership of the
European Union, which
gives us the end-time
restored geographical
entity of the Old Roman
Beast Empire, AND he also
makes his peace and
economic pact with the
Nation of Israel, thereby
igniting and ushering in the
Last Week of Daniel! We
must realise, therefore,
brothers and sisters, that
something bigger than the
European Union is coming
down the road, something
that will bring Europe down
to its knees, economically,
a total economic collapse,
forcing them to mend
fences and band together,
forcing them to give their
position to the Man of Sin,
the Antichrist, the son of
perdition, the Pope of that
hour of time, in their
desperate need for his
help, in fulfilment of
Revelation Chapter 17,
verses 12, 13, and 17! The
Ten Horns of Europe are
not going to simply wake up
one morning, and say to the
Pope, “Please come and
reign over us!” No, they are
not going to do that!
Therefore, something that
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is bigger than them, is
precisely what God will use
to force their hands! May I
remind you, saints of God,
that God can use anything,
even a little thing, a very
small, insignificant, and
unexpected thing, to
destroy the economy of the
world, and bring the whole
world to its knees, for God
is not only Omnipotent, but
He is also Unlimited, being
an Infinite God! You have to
realise, that God will touch
man where it matters most
to him, where he will hurt
terribly, and that is with
regards to money, because
money is his god! When
there is a great and
unexpected economic
collapse, a total collapse,
and it is coming, the Ten
Horns will be forced to do
exactly as the Holy Bible
has foretold, for they will
accept the coming
Antichrist! This is according
to the Book of Daniel
Chapter 9, verse 27, which
provides: “And he” (the
coming Antichrist, the man
of sin), “shall confirm the
covenant” (of false peace
and prosperity), “with
many” (nations, including
and particularly Israel),
“FOR ONE WEEK”, (thus
setting in motion the 70th
Week of Daniel): “and in
the midst of the Week”,
(breaking his pact with
Israel), “he shall cause
the sacrifice and the
oblation to cease” (being

offered in the temple
grounds in Jerusalem),
“ a n d f o r t h e
overspreading of
abominations he shall
make it desolate, even
until the consummation”,
(igniting the Last Phase of
the Great Tribulation),
“and that determined
shall be poured upon the
desolate.” We can all see
by the Holy Scriptures,
therefore, that the Rapture,
which will take place at the
Mystical Coming of Christ,
cannot possibly happen,
“EXCEPT” (and only
EXCEPT), “there come a
Falling Away FIRST,
A N D ” ( S E C O N D LY ) ,
“That man of sin be
revealed, the son of
perdition”, (as the head of
the European Union).
Period! We have already
had the “Falling Away” of
the Branham Movement,
from the True and Original
Bible Faith of Jesus Christ,
which God used William
Branham, the end-time
Elijah, to Restore to us,
here at this end-time, A
Great “Falling Away”,
which in turn, has
occasioned the Organised
Religious World to also Fall
Away from their Original
Traditional grounds of
belief! The Falling Away of
the Organised Religious
World, from their
Traditional grounds of
belief, has also caused the
Open Rebellion we now
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see around the globe, in
human societies, giving us
a bunch of humanity that is
wholly opposed to God,
opposed to righteousness
and morality, a totally
bankrupt and degenerate
class of people! In other
words, the Prophetic Great
“Falling Away” has
already been fulfilled
before our very eyes, and it
only leaves the second
condition precedent, for the
time to be scripturally ripe,
for us to expect and have
the Rapture, at the Mystical
Return of Christ, when we
have the Introduction of the
Coming Antichrist, the
Pope of Rome of that hour
of time, as the head of the
European Union. It means
in absolute and irrefutable
scriptural essence, that we
cannot have the Rapture,
for we cannot have the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ, “EXCEPT” and
only “EXCEPT”, the 70th
Week of Daniel opens up,
for once it starts, THEN and
only THEN, can we expect
the Rapture to happen at
any DAY, around the
Opening of that Week, and
not at any time before then!
Full stop! That is precisely
why I will tell you now, that
the Rapture cannot happen
today, or next week, or
even next year, although
the Lord can come for us
individually today, calling
us home in death. But the
fact remains, saints of God,
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that the Rapture cannot
possible take place this
Year, and neither can it
happen next Year, simply
because there are other
prophetic events God has
given concerning the Bride
of Jesus Christ, which
relates to this glorious
event of the Rapture, such
as the prophetic revelation
which the Seven Prophetic
Thunders will bear for her,
prophetic insights relating
specifically to the Rapture
event itself, and as such,
God will not nullify one
prophetic event, just in
order to fulfil another one! It
is not for nothing that it is
written: “… the Scripture
cannot be broken”! (John
10:35). It is also written in
Luke Chapter 16, verse 17:
“And it is Easier for
heaven and earth to pass,
than one tittle of the law”,
(one jot of the Word of
God), “TO FAIL.” (Matt.
5:18). Moreover, there is a
divine preparation which
the Elect Bride must also
make for the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ on
the Day of Rapture, a divine
spiritual standard of
readiness that she must
attain, according to
Ephesians Chapter 5,
verses 26-27, a text we saw
earlier, one that requires
that SHE MUST BE
T H O R O U G H L Y
SANCTIFIED and
CLEANSED, “WITH THE
WASHING OF WATER BY

THE WORD”, (A
SUPERABUNDANT
FLOW OF THE WATER OF
THE WORD), “THAT HE”
(JESUS CHRIST) “MIGHT
PRESENT IT TO HIMSELF
A GLORIOUS CHURCH,
NOT HAVING SPOT, OR
WRINKLE, OR ANY SUCH
THING; BUT THAT IT
SHOULD BE HOLY AND
WITHOUT BLEMISH.”
Looking at it from the
standpoint of Ephesians
Chapter 4, verses 11-13, it
simply means that the
Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ, must and will come
into “The UNITY of THE
F A I T H ” ,
a n d
“PERFECTION”, which is
Spiritual Maturity. THIS IS
THE RAPTURABLE
STATE OF READINESS
THAT SHE MUST AND
WILL ATTAIN, BEFORE
THE RAPTURE CAN
EVER TAKE PLACE! And
as we speak this day, the
Bride of Jesus Christ is not
yet in shape, and as a
matter of spiritual fact, she
is far from being in shape,
because she is even yet to
receive her Original Order
of Ministry, the Original
Ephesian Fivefold Ministry,
who alone are ordained by
God, to build her up into this
glorious divine spiritual
state of true readiness!
(Eph. 4:11-16). This is a
fact, even though she has
been called out from the
world of organised religion,
and she is now carrying an
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extremely rich and pure
divine revelation of the
Word of God, which is a
continuing revelation, and
despite the fact that she is
walking in true revelatory
Unity, having true focus,
and perfect spiritual
direction! The absolute fact
remains that she is not yet
in shape! However, in
Revelation Chapter 19,
Apostle John saw in a great
prophetic preview, that the
Bride of Jesus Christ
attained this glorious divine
standard of readiness, for
as it is written in verse 7:
THE LAMB'S “WIFE hath
made HERSELF READY”
FOR THE GREAT
MARRIAGE IN HEAVEN.
And in verse 8, the Lord
then sent down the
quickening power to her,
conferring immortality to
her physical body, clothing
her body with the power of
endless life, prophetically
called “Fine Linen, clean
and white: for the fine
l i n e n
i s
t h e
righteousness of saints”,
and translated her to
heaven, which was
precisely why JOHN SAW
HER IN HEAVEN! Do not
forget, that we are
presently considering the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ. The fact is, brothers
and sisters, God does not
leave His elect children in
darkness, particularly
about the prophetic
revelation of things that
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concern us, but has
promised that when the
Comforter comes, the Spirit
of the Word, He will lead us
“into ALL TRUTH”, and
that He will also show us
the things of Christ to
come! (John 16:12-15).
Therefore, we cannot be
ignorant concerning the
Rapture of the Universal
Bride of Jesus Christ, for it
is a great prophetic event
that relates to us, one that
concerns us; we cannot
walk in the darkness, which
is to be ignorant of the truth!
(John 8:12). Please come
with me to the Holy
Scriptures, for this is the
terrain of the Elect Bride,
the True Eagles of God,
True believers, who are
powered by the “Flying
Eagle” Anointing of God.
(Rev. 4:7).
In 1 Thessalonians Chapter
4, speaking specifically
about the Mystical Advent
of Jesus Christ, the Holy
Bible records from verse
13: “But I” (Saint Paul, “the
Apostle of the Gentiles”,
according to Romans
11:13), “would not have
you to be ignorant,
brethren, concerning
them which are asleep”,
(those who are dead IN
Christ, the sleeping Bride
saints), “that ye sorrow
not, even as others which
have no hope. For if we
believe that Jesus died
and rose again, even so

THEM also which sleep
IN Jesus will God BRING
WITH HIM. For this we
say unto you by the Word
of the Lord”, (for this is
“Thus saith the Lord”),
“that we which are alive”,
(the living Bride saints),
“and remain unto THE
COMING OF THE LORD”
(JESUS FOR THE
RAPTURE), “shall not
prevent” (or hinder) “them
which are asleep.” Open
your eyes, brothers and
sisters, for here, the Lord
now prophetically lays out
the Three Steps into the
Rapture, Deep Prophetic
Steps, which is not of any
private interpretation.
Apostle Paul plainly
declared: “For the Lord
himself”, (working by his
Spirit IN a Man, the endtime Elijah, just as it was
God working by His Spirit
IN Moses, for the
deliverance of the children
of Israel from Egyptian
bondage, a deliverance
which God Himself
wrought. We will take verse
16 again): “For the Lord
himself shall descend
from heaven with A
SHOUT”, (which is an
A w a k e n i n g a n d
Preparatory Message for
the Bride, a Bible Restoring
Message of Elijah, which
correlates to the Midnight
Cry of Matthew 25:6, a
prophetic event that gives
us the First Step into the
Rapture); “with THE
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VOICE of the Archangel”
(Michael, who activates the
Ministry of the Seven
Prophetic Thunders
expressed in Revelation
10:1-4, men who will carry
a Prophetic Voice to the
Bride, preparing her
prophetically and
specifically for the Rapture,
a prophetic event that gives
us the Second Step into the
Rapture); “AND with THE
TRUMP of God” (then
sounded, which gives us
the Third and Final Step
into the Rapture, under
which the dead in Christ are
now resurrected): “AND
THE DEAD IN CHRIST
SHALL RISE FIRST.”
(This is ever before the
living saints know what is
going on, evidencing that
the Trump is what sounds
strictly in the corridors of
heaven, to prepare and reunite the spirits of the
sleeping saints in heaven
with their bodies in the
graves on earth, and they
resurrect): “THEN” (and
only THEN, meaning, after
their resurrection), “WE
WHICH ARE ALIVE AND
REMAIN SHALL BE
CAUGHT UP TOGETHER
WITH THEM”, (WHO ARE
THE RESURRECTED
SAINTS), “IN THE
CLOUDS, TO MEET THE
LORD IN THE AIR: and so
shall we ever be with the
Lord”, inseparable. This is
the Rapture, the
Translation; it is the
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Catching away of the
resurrected Bride saints,
together with the living
Bride saints. Brethren,
before we read verse 18,
please come with me to 1
Corinthians Chapter 15,
because it bears directly
upon this great event, and
Saint Paul declared in
verses 51-53: “Behold, I
shew you A MYSTERY;
We shall not ALL sleep,
but we shall ALL be
changed”, (when?) “In a
moment, in the twinkling
of an eye, AT THE LAST
TRUMP: for the trumpet
shall sound, AND the
dead shall be raised
INCORRUPTIBLE, and”
(THEN) “WE” (LIVING
SAINTS) “SHALL BE
CHANGED” (INTO
IMMORTALS, after the
resurrection of the sleeping
saints). In other words,
when we tie this prophetic
p a s s a g e t o 1
Thessalonians Chapter 4:
There is First A
RESURRECTION of the
Sleeping Saints with
Incorruptible bodies; There
is Second A CHANGING of
Living Saints into
Immortal bodies, and then,
There is Third A
CATCHING UP of both
classes of Bride saints, to
meet the Lord in the Air!
Hence, 1 Corinthians
Chapter 15, verse 53,
states: “For this
CORRUPTIBLE”,
(referring to the dead

saints), “must put on
INCORRUPTION, and
this MORTAL”, (referring
to the living saints), “must
put on IMMORTALITY”,
(which is our Glorified
Bodies, our New Temples,
the New Tabernacles the
Lord promised us in John
14:1-3, reaffirmed in 2
Corinthians 5:1-4). In 1
Corinthians Chapter 15,
Saint Paul concluded the
thought of our body change
in verses 54-58, declaring:
“ S o w h e n t h i s
CORRUPTIBLE”,
(referring to the dead
saints), “shall have put on
INCORRUPTION, and
this MORTAL”, (referring
to the living saints), “shall
h a v e
p u t
o n
IMMORTALITY, then shall
be brought to pass the
saying that is written,
Death is swallowed up in
victory. O death, where is
thy sting? O grave, where
is thy victory? The sting
of death is sin; and the
strength of sin is the law.
But thanks be to God,
which giveth us the
victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ. Therefore,
my beloved brethren, be
ye stedfast, unmoveable,
always abounding in the
work of the Lord,
forasmuch as ye know
that your labour is not in
vain in the Lord.” For
everything has its payday,
and it most certainly pays to
serve Jesus! Brothers and
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sisters, it is on account of
this Glorious Promise of
our Catching away, our
Translation, “to meet the
Lord in the air: and so
shall we ever be with the
Lord”, a reality which the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ accomplishes, that
made Apostle Paul
admonish us in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 4,
concluding in verse 18:
“Wherefore comfort one
another with these
words.” And what a
comfort this blessed hope
gives, because we are not
only spared the most
horrible and satanic reign
of the coming Antichrist, but
more importantly, we are
going in the Rapture to
heaven for the marriage
and the marriage supper,
with glorified bodies,
immortal bodies, becoming
like angels, never more to
die, and neither can we
ever have sickness or pain!
So, yes, we need to
“comfort one another
with these words”, for the
great and glorious hope
that it gives! This fact is
reaffirmed in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 5,
where Saint Paul plainly
declared in verses 9-11:
“For God hath not
appointed us TO
WRATH”, (that will be
unleashed upon the earth,
during the coming Last
Phase of the Great
Tribulation), “but to obtain
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salvation by our Lord
Jesus Christ”, (at his
Appearing, at his Mystical
Coming), “Who died for
us, that, whether we wake
or sleep, we should live
together with him.
Wherefore comfort
yourselves together, and
edify one another, even
as also ye do.” Amen! Do
not forget, brothers and
sisters, that in this
message, we are dealing
with the PURE SEED
DOCTRINES, divine truths
of Jesus Christ, which go
into the Original Pure Seed
of the Word by which the
Early Church, the Original
Church, was birthed,
Fundamental Doctrines
which form the solid,
infallible, and immutable
Foundation of Faith, upon
which the Original Pure
Seed Church was
established.
Church, undoubtedly, the
Book of 1 Thessalonians
Chapter 4, clearly
establishes the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ for
his Bride, on the Day of
Rapture, declaring plainly
and categorically in verses
13-18: “But I would not
have you to be ignorant,
brethren, concerning
them which are asleep,
that ye sorrow not, even
as others which have no
hope. For if we believe
that Jesus died and rose
again, even so them also

which sleep in Jesus will
God bring with him.
For this we say unto you
by the Word of the Lord,
that we which are alive
and remain unto the
COMING OF THE LORD”
(JESUS IN HIS
MYSTICAL, SECRET
ADVENT), “shall not
prevent them which are
asleep. For the Lord
himself shall descend
from heaven with A
SHOUT, with THE VOICE
of the archangel, and
with THE TRUMP of God:
and the dead IN Christ
shall rise FIRST: THEN
we which are alive and
remain SHALL BE
CAUGHT UP TOGETHER
WITH THEM IN THE
CLOUDS, TO MEET THE
LORD IN THE AIR”, (FOR
THE MARRIAGE IN
HEAVEN): “and so shall
we ever be with the Lord.
Wherefore comfort one
another with these
words.” Church, Rev. Rolf
Woodrow, carrying only a
carnal understanding of
this great and deep
prophetic Word of God,
blatantly and erroneously
teaches that there is No
Secret Rapture, No Secret
Coming, because
according to him, “The
Shout” makes it an open
event, and not a secret! My,
my, my! What a very
childish and utterly carnal
way, to interpret such a
serious and deep prophetic
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passage of Scripture! “The
Shout” gives us nothing
but a great Awakening and
Preparatory Message,
FOR THE SHOUT IS
PREPARATORY, TO THE
MYSTICAL RETURN OF
CHRIST FOR THE
RAPTURE! Brothers and
sisters, please note, IT IS
THE RAPTURE EVENT
I T S E L F T H AT I S A
S E C R E T, N O T T H E
P R O P H E T I C
PREPARATIONS FOR
T H AT G R E AT A N D
GLORIOUS EVENT! IT IS
THE RESURRECTION OF
THE DEAD SAINTS; THE
CHANGING OF THE
PHYSICAL BODIES OF
THE LIVING SAINTS; AND
OUR TRANSLATION TO
HEAVEN, THAT IS A
TOTAL SECRET, AND IS
WHAT IS SECRET! For just
as 1 Corinthians Chapter
15, verses 51-53, records:
“Behold, I shew you a
Mystery; We shall not
ALL sleep, but we shall
ALL be CHANGED”,
(WHEN?) “IN A MOMENT,
IN THE TWINKLING OF
AN EYE”, (FOR IT
HAPPENS IN A QUICK
MOMENT, WITHIN THE
BLINK OF AN EYE), “AT
THE LAST TRUMP.” (May
I warn, brothers and
sisters, the fact that it is
called “The Trump”, does
not mean the whole world
will hear it, because we are
looking at the voice of the
Lord calling for the
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Resurrection! This is a
Trump that sounds in the
spirit realm, in the corridors
of heaven, to prepare the
sleeping saints in paradise
for their descent to earth, to
be re-united with their dead
bodies, which would then
be glorified, changed):
“For the TRUMPET shall
sound, AND THE DEAD
SHALL BE RAISED
INCORRUPTIBLE, AND”
(THEN) “WE” (LIVING
SAINTS) “SHALL BE
CHANGED. For this
corruptible”, (dead
saints), “must put on
incorruption, and this
mortal”, (living saints),
“ m u s t p u t o n
immortality.” Brothers
and sisters, this is a Total
Secret, because the
religious world, as well as
the people of the whole
world of unbelief, will know
absolutely nothing about it,
as it will just be like when
God translated Enoch!
Many people go missing
every day around the
globe, and the world does
not take any notice, for it is
only the families
concerned, that know that
they have missed a loved
one, and so will the Rapture
be! However, we must
know, that God is not going
to spring the Rapture on the
Royal Bride as a surprise,
particularly because there
is a spiritual standard that
we must meet, and a divine
preparation that God has

also designed for obtaining
this divine standard, in
order to be ready for the
Rapture! This is quite apart
from the prophetic insight
which the Seven Prophetic
Thunders will also give us,
specifically about the
Rapture itself! That is
precisely why we have
Three Steps into the
Rapture, divinely designed
to prepare us for this Secret
event, the third step of
which is designed strictly
for the sleeping saints,
truths we have laid out in
many Scribe messages,
one of which is titled, The
Third Pull, And The Three
Steps Into The Rapture.
And when we even
consider “The Shout”,
saints of God, just because
it is called “The Shout”, An
A w a k e n i n g a n d
Preparatory Message God
sent to the earth, it does not
mean that everyone in the
religious world is aware of
it; it does not mean that
everyone in Christendom is
clued to it, following it, for
they are not! Neither does it
mean that everyone will
accept that God has done
something crucial and
great for His people, right
here at this end-time,
something that is related
directly to the Return of
Christ for his Bride, which
“The Shout” truly is! It is
only a small element of
people that are aware, and
that have logged on to what
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God is doing in the earth
today, in preparing the
Elect Bride for the soon
Return of Jesus Christ, on
the day of the Rapture!
A s w e s p e a k t o d a y,
Christendom is completely
sound asleep, and have no
clue about what “The
Shout” is, and neither do
they have any clue to what
“The Voice of the
Archangel” is about, or
what it relates to, because it
is completely hidden from
them, even though “The
Shout” is a fulfilled
prophecy as we speak, and
although it was not fulfilled
in the closet! Just think
about it! All these
preachers out there, men
who are carrying a carnal
conception of the prophetic
Word of God, are creating
nothing but babel,
confusion, in Christendom,
teaching with great
authority, what they know
absolutely nothing about!
Leaving 1 Thessalonians
Chapter 4, which sets forth
the Three Steps into the
Rapture, which gives us the
Mystical Coming of Jesus
Christ for his Bride, we will
move on to consider the
next Chapter, 1
Thessalonians Chapter 5,
beginning from the very
first verse, and please pay
close attention. From
verses 1-3, the Holy Bible
reads: “But of the times
and the seasons,
brethren, ye have no
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need that I write unto you.
For yourselves know
perfectly that THE DAY
OF THE LORD so cometh
AS A THIEF IN THE
NIGHT. For when they
shall say, Peace and
safety; then sudden
destruction cometh upon
them, as travail upon a
woman with child; and
they shall not escape.”
Church, carnal preachers
and teachers such as Rolf
Woodrow, jump on this
passage of Scripture, and
say: “Now you see, what
Apostle Paul was writing
about is the Day of the
Lord, which comes as a
thief in the night, which is
the Second Physical
Coming of Christ, and not
any Secret Coming!” My,
oh, my! They say this,
particularly because the
Books of the Bible were not
originally written with
Chapters and verses, but
were long unbroken scrolls!
Consequently, when they
read the Bible, particularly
a prophetic passage, they
want you to read
everything, for they take
everything together as
dealing with the same issue
of truth, having no
revelation of any sort,
breaking every rule of
divine interpretation of the
inspired Word of God! What
they do not even
understand, or fail to
understand, is that the
prophecies of the Bible,

were not necessarily
written in chronological
order of their fulfilment, but
were juggled up most times
in their recording, like a jigsaw puzzle, in order to
throw off the theologians,
the professors of
ignorance, and the socalled doctors of divinity,
from the true revelation of
God, which conveys its true
understanding, its true
interpretation! This ensures
that the truth can only be
gotten, strictly by the
revelation which the Spirit
of God alone gives! Full
stop! Just consider this,
and may God give you
understanding. 1
Thessalonians Chapter 4,
verses 13-18, having firmly
and prophetically laid out
the truth of the divine
process, the divine steps,
leading to the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ for
the Bride, which gives us
the Rapture, now continues
in 1 Thessalonian Chapter
5, verses 1-3, to lay out a
completely different
thought, though still
related, because it equally
speaks of the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ; but
it speaks exclusively of his
Second Physical Coming,
and not of his Mystical
Coming! Why do I say
this? It is because “the Day
of the Lord” is certainly not
the Secret Coming, but it is
Christ's Second Physical
Coming! “The Day of the
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Lord” is completely
different to, and totally
distinguished from, the
Mystical Coming of Jesus
Christ, and they are also
separated from each other
by a period of almost seven
years, the period of the Last
Week of Daniel! As we
brought out earlier, the
Rapture is ordained to take
place, once the Last Week
begins, whilst on the other
hand, the Day of the Lord is
ordained to take place,
immediately after the Last
Week comes to an end! In
other words, whilst 1
Thessalonians Chapter
4:13-18, deals with the
Mystical Return of Christ,
on the other hand, and in
total contrast, 1
Thessalonians Chapter
5:1-3, deals exclusively
with the Physical Return of
Christ! For just as the Book
of Matthew Chapter 24,
deals with both the Mystical
as well as the Physical
Return of Christ, and the
Book of Revelation
Chapter 19, also lays out
truths which incorporate
both the Mystical as well as
the Physical Return of
Christ, so also, the Book of
1 Thessalonians, lays out
the truth of both the
Mystical as well as the
Physical Return of Christ,
the former in Chapter 4,
and the latter in Chapter 5,
“rightly dividing the
Word of Truth”! That is
precisely why the Spirit of
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God warned us in the Book
of Prophet Isaiah, a
prophecy which portrays
perfectly, the sad reality of
this end-time gross
religious apostasy, saying
in Isaiah Chapter 28,
beginning from verse 8:
“For ALL tables are full of
vomit and filthiness, so
that there is no place
clean.” Exactly! With all
the twisting and perverting
of the Word of God; with all
the blatant denying and
rejecting of the truth; with
all the brazen trampling
down of the Holy Bible; and
with the outright and
wholesale rejection of the
overriding authority of the
Holy Scriptures on spiritual
matters, ALL TABLES ARE
INDEED FULL OF VOMIT
A N D F I LT H I N E S S !
Speaking specifically about
the divine rule of
interpretation of the Holy
Bible, the divine rule of the
true interpretation of the
prophecies of God, verses
9-10 now records: “Whom
shall He” (God) “teach
knowledge? and whom
shall He” (God) “make to
understand doctrine?”
(True Doctrine; the deep
things of the Spirit of God),
“them that are weaned
from the milk” (of the
Word, like John 3:16, and
John 5:24), “and drawn
from the breasts” (giving
milk, for they are now
matured), “to handle the
meat of the Word of Life.”

Now listen to this beautiful
divine rule of interpretation,
when dealing with the
prophetic pictures of the
Holy Bible: “For precept
must be upon precept,
PRECEPT upon
PRECEPT; LINE upon
LINE, LINE upon LINE;
HERE A LITTLE, and
THERE A LITTLE.” It is
knowing exactly what to
take from a particular
passage of Scripture, and
also knowing precisely
where to slot it into another
passage of Scripture, like a
jig-saw puzzle that we put
together, fitting the
scriptural pieces of that
particular prophecy of God
together, where it makes
perfect revelatory sense!
Hence, it is “precept upon
precept”, having a divine
revelation of each verse of
Scripture; “LINE upon
LINE”, knowing precisely
just how to divide the lines
or verses of Scripture, not
lumping them all together
as saying the same thing;
because it is “here a little,
AND there a little”,
knowing exactly what to
take from here, and to what
measure, and where
precisely to slot that
prophetic piece of
Scripture, knowing where it
belongs, divinely weaving
in and out of the Scriptures,
to form a beautiful
prophetic picture that God
has scrambled, rather than
merely reading everything
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together as one, creating
an utter prophetic mess!
This is absolutely so,
because God seriously
juggled the inspired
recording of the prophetic
pictures of the Holy Bible,
and consequently, the
fulfilment of the prophetic
Word of God, does not
necessarily follow the order
of its inspired recording!
That is precisely why 2
Peter Chapter 1, verses 2021, clearly warns:
“Knowing this first,
that NO PROPHECY OF
THE SCRIPTURE IS
O F A N Y P R I V AT E
INTERPRETATION. For
the prophecy came not in
old time by the will of
man: but holy men of God
spake as they were
moved by the Holy
Ghost.” Period!
Coming back to the
breakdown of 1
Thessalonians Chapter 5,
Apostle Paul states from
verse 1: “But of the times
and the seasons,
brethren, ye have no
need that I write unto
you.” Saints, IF we
stopped right here, this
statement seems to
continue the thought
projection of the Mystical
Return of Jesus Christ, laid
out in the preceding verses,
in 1 Thessalonians 4:1318; however, in truth, it
does not! It is most
definitely not a continuation
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of the thought projection we
are given in the preceding
Chapter; it does not
continue to set forth the
Secret Return of Christ, but
it sets forth a different
thought, though related to
the Second Coming of
Christ, being his Second
Physical Coming! Church,
we must realise that the
manner in which this new
thought was opened up in
this Chapter, is exactly one
of the ways God uses to
throw off theologians from
having a true revelation of
His Word, because they will
take verse 1, and tie it to the
previous Chapter!
Therefore, we cannot
attach verse 1 to the
previous Chapter, because
here in verse 1, Apostle
Paul was clearly
introducing a new thought
concerning the Day of the
Lord, because the “times
and the seasons” spoken
therein, relates strictly to
the Day of the Lord, and is
tied firmly to the Day of the
Lord, which verse 2 gives
us, clearly declaring: “For
yourselves know
perfectly that THE DAY
OF THE LORD so cometh
as a thief in the night.”
Consequently, we can
rewrite verse 1, giving its
true divine application, and
say: “But of the times and
the seasons of the Day of
the Lord, brethren, ye have
no need that I write unto
you”, for this then

synchronises verse 1,
perfectly with verse 2,
without forming any block;
because verse 2 gives us
precisely what the said
“times and the seasons”
relate firmly to, settling the
controversy. We will take
verse 2 again, and it
records: “For yourselves
know perfectly that the
Day of the Lord”, (a
statement which
immediately lets us realise
that “the times and
seasons” are tied
exclusively to the Day of
the Lord, which we are yet
to lay out, but is the Second
Physical Coming of Christ
to earth), “so cometh AS A
THIEF IN THE NIGHT.”
Meaning that it is totally
unexpected by the people
of the world, and hence,
they are totally unprepared
for it, and will be caught
unawares by it, being an
extremely godless,
pleasure loving, God
hating, atheistic bunch of
humanity! IT IS NOT THAT
IT WILL BE A SECRET
EVENT LIKE THE
RAPTURE, WHICH THE
WORLD WILL NOT
K N O W H A S TA K E N
PLACE, WHEN IT DOES
TAKE PLACE, BEING A
TOTAL SECRET; BUT
THE DAY OF THE LORD,
WHICH PROPHETICALLY
S P E A K I N G, W I L L
HAPPEN “AS A THIEF IN
THE NIGHT”, SIMPLY
MEANS THAT IT WILL BE
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UNEXPECTED, AND
HENCE, SUDDEN,
CATCHING THE WHOLE
W O R L D U N A WA R E S ,
AND BY SURPRISE,
WHEN THEY SEE
H E AV E N S U D D E N LY
OPEN UP, AND THE SIGN
OF THE SON OF MAN
APPEAR IN THE SKY,
AND JESUS THE KING
NOW APPEARS,
TRIGGERING A GIANT
AND HUMONGOUS
EARTHQUAKE, SUCH AS
THE WORLD HAS NEVER
SEEN, OVERTURNING
AND OVERTHROWING
T H E
W H O L E
WORLD! (Rev. 16:18).
THEREFORE, IT WILL
NOT BE A SECRET, BUT
O N LY S U D D E N A N D
UNEXPECTED, AS A
THIEF IN THE NIGHT! May
I warn, therefore, that no
one can use the thought of
“a thief in the night”, to tie
this passage with the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ for his Bride, for it will
never work; and neither
can anyone use it to deny
the Secret (Mystical)
Return of Jesus Christ on
the Day of the Rapture,
when we will have the
marriage in heaven, and
when we will also appear
before “the Judgment
Seat of Christ” for our
rewards, still in heaven,
ever before we come back
with him from heaven, on
the Day of the Lord, rightly
dividing the Word of Truth!
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We will now take verse 3:
“For when they shall say,
PEACE and SAFETY;
t h e n S U D D E N
DESTRUCTION COMETH
UPON THEM” (ON THE
DAY OF THE LORD,
precisely at the very end of
that Last Week, the world
having made a Pact, a
Covenant of FALSE
PEACE and PROSPERITY
with the Antichrist, from the
very beginning of that
Week), “as travail upon a
woman with child; and
they shall not escape.”
They will ALL be wiped out
as in the days of Noah, the
Lord leaving only a
remnant, overturning the
whole world. Now listen
closely to verse 4, where
the Lord threw a revelatory
spanner in its wording, in
other to stumble
unbelievers, saying: “But
ye, brethren, are not in
darkness, THAT THAT
D A Y
S H O U L D
OVERTAKE YOU AS A
T H I E F . ” R e v. R o l f
Woodrow has erroneously
taken this verse of
Scripture, as proof that the
Bride will be here, and that
that is why Saint Paul made
this statement to us! My!
So, now, we are going to
take this lone verse, to
deny and take away ALL
the Scriptures we have set
out, that clearly and
unambiguously give us the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ for his Bride, on the

Day of the Rapture?! Lord
have mercy! No wonder, in
2 Timothy Chapter 3,
speaking of all these carnal
preachers and teachers of
the Word, Apostle Paul
declared in verses 7-9:
“Ever learning, and never
able to come to the
knowledge of the truth.
Now as Jannes and
Jambres withstood
Moses, so do these also
resist the truth: men of
corrupt minds, reprobate
concerning the faith. But
they shall proceed no
further: for their folly
shall be manifest unto all
men, as theirs also was.”
Again, in 2 Corinthians
Chapter 11, he also warned
in verses 13-15: “For such
are false apostles,
deceitful workers,
transforming themselves
into the apostles of
Christ. And no marvel; for
Satan himself is
transformed into an
angel of light. Therefore it
is no great thing if his
ministers also be
transformed as the
m i n i s t e r s o f
righteousness; whose
end shall be according to
their works.” Earlier, in
verse 3, he warned: “But I
fear, lest by any means,
as the serpent beguiled
Eve through his subtilty,
so your minds should be
corrupted from the
simplicity that is in
Christ.” The spirit of the
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Antichrist, who is the
enemy of our souls,
inspires these carnal
unrevelated men to
interpret Scriptures,
particularly prophetic
Scriptures, Scriptures
meant to post us ahead, in
ways that stumble people
from the pathway of truth,
thereby derailing them from
logging on to life! Brothers
and sisters, when in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 5,
verse 4, Saint Paul wrote:
“But ye, BRETHREN, are
not in darkness, that that
day should overtake you
AS A THIEF”, he did not
write it to nullify ALL the
Scriptures he had also
been inspired to write,
setting forth the Rapture,
the Mystical Return of
Christ! And neither was it
written to nullify ALL the
Scriptures which the other
“Holy Apostles” had
equally been used of God
to write, also setting forth
the Rapture, Christ's
Mystical Return, which
includes the Gospel of
Saint Matthew Chapter 24,
and Revelation Chapter 19!
Apostle Paul only wrote this
verse, to mean that we, as
“brethren”, the Bride of
Jesus Christ, a people to
whom Saint Paul primarily
wrote ALL his Epistles,
“should not be on the
receiving end of the Day of
the Lord”, because we
know the truth of the
Second Coming of Christ,
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both his Mystical and
Physical Coming! If we
were to re-write this verse
of Scripture, giving out its
plain and perfect divine
interpretation, we would
write it this way: “But ye,
brethren, are not ignorant
of the truth, that ye should
be on the receiving end of
the Day of the Lord.” We
can also re-write it, and
say: “But ye, brethren, are
not in darkness, that ye
should miss the Rapture,
and be on the receiving end
of the Day of the Lord.” Full
stop! That is the correct
interpretation, for it carries
the divine intendment of
that verse of Scripture! It is
not for nothing, that we
were seriously warned by
Apostle Peter, concerning
the revelatorilly complex
inspired writings of Apostle
Paul, in 2 Peter Chapter 3,
verses 15-16, where Saint
Peter declared: “And
account that the
longsuffering of our Lord
is salvation; even as our
beloved Brother Paul
also according to the
wisdom given unto him
hath written unto you; As
also in ALL his Epistles,
speaking in them of these
things; in which are some
things hard to be
understood, which they
that are unlearned and
unstable wrest, as they
do also the other
Scriptures, unto their
own destruction.” And we

do not want to do that; we
do not want to interpret the
Scriptures to our
damnation! Definitely not!
Saint Peter added in verses
17-18, admonishing: “Ye
therefore, beloved,
seeing ye know these
things before, beware
lest ye also, being led
away with the error of the
wicked, fall from your
own stedfastness. But
grow in grace, and in the
knowledge of our Lord
and Saviour Jesus
Christ. To him be glory
both now and for ever.
Amen.” It means in
essence, that we cannot
take 1 Thessalonians
Chapter 5, verse 4, to prove
that the Bride of Christ will
pass through the coming
Last Phase of the Great
Tribulation, thereby
nullifying the Bible Doctrine
of the Rapture, Christ's
Secret Return for his Bride,
for we are most certainly
not passing through that
satanic era! And to
conclude this fundamental
truth, that we, the Bride of
Christ, will not pass through
that most horrible and
satanic period of time, is
why in 1 Thessalonian
Chapter 5, Saint Paul now
added in verses 9-11:
“FOR GOD HATH NOT
APPOINTED US TO
WRATH”, (TO BE ON THE
RECEIVING END OF THE
DAY OF THE LORD), “but
to obtain salvation by our
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Lord Jesus Christ”, (ON
THE DAY OF RAPTURE,
the Day of our Catching
away to heaven for our
marriage to Jesus Christ),
“Who died for us, that,
whether we wake or
sleep, we should live
together with him.
WHEREFORE COMFORT
Y O U R S E L V E S
TOGETHER”, (HAVING
NOTHING TO FEAR),
“and edify one another,
even as also ye do.”
Amen! That was precisely
why Apostle Paul declared
from verse 5: “Ye are ALL
the children of LIGHT,
and the children of THE
DAY”, (speaking of the
redeemed condition of our
hearts, the redemption of
God that we have in Christ
Jesus): “we are not of
T H E N I G H T, n o r o f
DARKNESS”, (speaking
also about the condition of
the hearts of the
unredeemed people out
there). “Therefore let us
not sleep, as do others;
but let us watch and be
sober. For they that sleep
sleep in the Night”,
(figuratively speaking, the
Lord using the natural
sleep at night, to type
spiritual slumber in
ignorance, which is to be
shut out from the Light of
God); “and they that be
drunken are drunken in
the Night”, (in a type, shut
out from the true spiritual
realities of Christ). “But let
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us, who are of the Day”,
(the children of Light), “be
sober, putting on the
breastplate of faith and
love; and for an helmet,
the HOPE of salvation”,
(that Jesus will Return for
us at the very opening of
the Last Week of Daniel,
which is at the Introduction
of the Man of Sin, the
coming Antichrist, to take
us home to heaven, having
prepared a mansion for us,
which is a new body, a
glorified body). “For God
hath not appointed us to
wrath, BUT TO OBTAIN
SALVATION BY OUR
LORD JESUS CHRIST,
Who died for us, that,
whether we wake or
sleep, we should live
together with him.
Wherefore comfort
yourselves together, and
edify one another, even
as also ye do.” Amen!
Church, the Mystical or
Secret Coming of Jesus
Christ, is a Major Doctrine
upon which hangs the hope
of every true believer in the
Bride of Christ, and as
such, it is a Fundamental
Doctrine that goes into the
Original Seed of the Pure
Word of God, which the
Early Church Apostles laid
down for us, forming an
infallible and immutable
Foundation Stone, for the
Universal Bride of Jesus
Christ. The reality of this
experience, the Rapture, at

the Mystical Return of
Jesus Christ for his Bride,
which is soon to take place
in this Last Junction of time,
in this Laodicean Age, was
foreshadowed under the
Old Testament, by the
Translation, the Catching
away, of Two Major men of
God, Prophets Enoch and
Elijah the Tishbite, at two
different points in time.
Consequently, we will close
our consideration of the
Mystical Coming of Christ,
by taking a look at the
Translation of these two
great men, starting with the
Translation of Elijah the
Tishbite. Please come with
me to 2 Kings Chapter 2,
beginning from verse 1,
and it reads: “And it came
to pass, when the Lord
would TAKE UP Elijah
into heaven by a
whirlwind”, (which was his
Translation), “that Elijah
went with Elisha from
Gilgal.” For the sake of
brevity, we will skip to
continue the account,
taking just verses 9-11:
“And it came to pass,
when they were gone
over” (River Jordan), “that
Elijah said unto Elisha,
Ask what I shall do for
thee, before I be taken
away from thee. And
Elisha said, I pray thee,
let a double portion of thy
Spirit be upon me. And he
said, Thou hast asked a
hard thing: nevertheless,
if thou see me when I am
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taken from thee, it shall
be so unto thee; but if
not, it shall not be so. And
it came to pass, as they
still went on, and talked,
that, behold, there
appeared a chariot of fire,
and horses of fire, and
parted them both
asunder; AND ELIJAH
WENT UP BY A
W H I R L W I N D I N TO
HEAVEN.” Here we have
the inspired record of the
second man ever to be
Translated by God, Elijah
the Tishbite, the Prophet of
God, a man whose
Translation foreshadows
the Translation of the Elect
Bride of Jesus Christ, in this
Seventh and Last Church
Age. Again, in the Seed
Chapter, the Book of
Genesis, we have another
witness, for there we see
Prophet Enoch, the very
first man to be Translated.
In Genesis Chapter 5,
verses 21-24, the Holy
Bible states: “And Enoch
lived sixty and five years,
and begat Methuselah:
And Enoch walked with
God after he begat
Methuselah three
hundred years, and begat
sons and daughters: And
all the days of Enoch
were three hundred sixty
and five years: AND
ENOCH WALKED WITH
GOD: AND HE WAS NOT;
FOR GOD TOOK HIM”,
(GOD TRANSLATED HIM
TO HEAVEN). In the Book
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of Jude, a passage we saw
much earlier, Apostle Jude
has this to say about Enoch
in Chapter 1, verses 14-15,
proclaiming: “And Enoch
also, THE SEVENTH
FROM ADAM”, (a man
who set a perfect type of
THE SEVENTH CHURCH
AGE BRIDE, the Royal
Bride of Jesus Christ in this
Laodicean Church Age,
WHO WILL SIMILARLY BE
T R A N S L AT E D ) ,
“prophesied of these,
saying, Behold, the Lord
COMETH with ten
thousands of his saints”,
(having previously
Translated them to heaven,
paving the way for them to
now Come with him on the
Day of the Lord, which is his
Second Physical Coming),
“To execute judgment
upon ALL, and to
convince ALL that are
ungodly among them of
ALL their ungodly deeds
which they have ungodly
committed, and of ALL
their hard speeches
which ungodly sinners
have spoken against
him.” Brothers and sisters,
just how can anyone see
these wonderful truths of
the Holy Bible, and still
deny the Mystical Coming
of Jesus Christ for his
Bride, when the Translation
of Enoch, the seventh from
A d a m , s p e a k s
prophetically of the
Translation of the Bride of
Jesus Christ, in this

Seventh and Final Church
Age?! Come on! And IF
God, working under the
blood of goats and bulls,
could Translate men,
Enoch and Elijah, what
about the Royal Bride of
Jesus Christ, under the
blood of the Son of God?!
That is precisely why, in 1
John Chapter 3, Apostle
John declared with great
joy, in verses 1-2: “Behold,
what manner of love the
Father hath bestowed
upon us, that we should
be called the sons of
God: therefore the world
knoweth us not, because
it knew Him not. Beloved,
NOW are we the sons of
God, AND IT DOTH NOT
YET APPEAR WHAT WE
SHALL BE: BUT WE
KNOW THAT, WHEN HE
SHALL APPEAR, WE
SHALL BE LIKE HIM;
FOR WE SHALL SEE HIM
AS HE IS”, (WHEN?) ON
T H AT G L O R I O U S
RESURRECTION
MORNING, THAT DAY OF
THE RAPTURE, RIGHT AT
T H E M Y S T I C A L
(SECRET) RETURN OF
JESUS CHRIST FOR HIS
ELECT BRIDE, NOT AT
HIS PHYSICAL COMING,
BUT AT HIS MYSTICAL
COMING! PERIOD! That is
precisely when we shall
ALL be Changed into
Immortals, becoming just
like the resurrected Christ,
and we will be Caught up to
meet the Lord in the Air, and
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with him we will move
directly to heaven, for the
proper marriage, and for
our honeymoon! And as it is
written in Revelation
Chapter 19, verse 9: “…
BLESSED ARE THEY
WHICH ARE CALLED
UNTO THE MARRIAGE
SUPPER OF THE LAMB.
And He saith unto me,
These are the true
sayings of God.” May I
ask: Just where are you
going to place “the
marriage supper of the
Lamb”, which is strictly
ordained to take place in
heaven, ever before the
Day of the Lord, which
gives us Christ's Physical
Return?! Wake up! Saints
of God, “the marriage”
ceremony event, along with
“the marriage supper”, is
the portion of the Elect
Bride of Jesus Christ, and
we thank God for our lot, for
it is a very goodly one, a
most glorious portion! May
the God of our salvation be
praised, for His marvellous
love and mercy towards us,
unworthy as we are! Amen!
It is good to see this
wonderful plan of
redemption, in its utmost
depth and incredible
revelatory expanse, seeing
through its enormous
complexity, ALL by the
dealing of the Spirit of God,
who is the Spirit of Truth.
But let me also ask these
unbelieving preachers and
teachers of the Word: IF
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there is truly No Secret
Catching away, and No
Mystical Return of Christ to
occasion this great and
glorious event, although
there most definitely is,
then, where will you place
“the Marriage Supper of
the Lamb”?! When are we
going to eat “the hidden
manna”, and when will we
also receive the “white
stone”, bearing the “New
Name” that we bear in the
Millennium, and all through
Eternity?! When are we
going to know the particular
position, we will occupy in
the Millennial Government
of the Great King, ALL
divine rewards which we
will receive only at “the
Judgment Seat of Christ”
in heaven, ever before the
Physical Return of Christ to
earth with his Bride?! (Rev.
2:17; 2 Cor. 5:10). Just
think about it, and quit your
unbelief, for there is no
counsel against the truth!
This is one prophetic event
that you will never be able
to merge with the Second
Physical Coming of Christ,
which gives us the Day of
the Lord, for it will not make
any scriptural sense! For
just as John Huss of
Bohemia often stated:
“TRUTH CONQUERS
ALL”!
Church, having sufficiently
and scripturally established
the Mystical Return of
Christ, we will now return to

lay out the Second Physical
Coming of Jesus Christ,
which brings us to the Day
of the Lord. However,
before writing this Scribe,
we already have a
message presented in the
Scribe Magazine, that
deals specifically and in
depth with this subject, so
we will therefore, only
present it in a measure
sufficient to establish the
truth. For a fuller
understanding of this
subject, you can study the
Scribe, titled, The Day Of
The Lord, which is
available for free
downloading on our
website. Do not forget that
in this message, titled, THE
P U R E
S E E D
DOCTRINES, we are
currently dealing with a
Fundamental Doctrine of
the True Church of Christ,
called, The Second
Coming of Jesus Christ, a
Major Doctrine that goes
into the Original Seed of the
Word of God. Brothers and
sisters, in establishing this
Doctrine, the Second
Physical Advent of Jesus
Christ on the Day of the
Lord, we have already
considered the revelation
which our Lord gave
concerning this, as laid out
in the Gospel of Saint
Matthew Chapter 24, verse
27, taken with verses 2931, which states: “For as
the lightning cometh out
of the east, and shineth
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even unto the west; so
shall also the coming of
the Son of man be”, (for it
will be visible globally,
being physical). “...
Immediately after the
tribulation of those days
shall the sun be
darkened, and the moon
shall not give her light,
and the stars shall fall
from heaven, and the
powers of the heavens
shall be shaken: And
then shall appear THE
SIGN of the Son of man in
heaven: and then shall
ALL the tribes of the earth
mourn, and they shall see
THE SON OF MAN
coming in the clouds of
heaven with power and
great glory. And he shall
send his angels with a
great sound of a trumpet,
and they shall gather
together his elect from
the four winds, FROM
ONE END OF HEAVEN TO
THE OTHER.” What
exactly is this gathering of
God's elects in heaven for?
It is for the glorious descent
to earth on the Day of the
Lord, to overthrow the
whole world, a most violent
overthrow, and to establish
the Millennium, A
GLOBAL REIGN OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS,
P E A C E ,
A N D
PROSPERITY, UNDER
THE RULERSHIP OF
JESUS CHRIST, THE
KING OF KINGS, AND
THE LORD OF LORDS!
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With this said, we will now
move to consider the
inspired account of Apostle
Peter, about the Second
Physical Return of Jesus
Christ, as laid out in 2 Peter
Chapter 3, verses 1-13,
and it provides: “This
Second Epistle, beloved,
I now write unto you; in
both which I stir up your
pure minds by way of
remembrance: That ye
may be mindful of the
words which were
spoken before by the
holy Prophets, and of the
commandment of us the
Apostles of the Lord and
Saviour: Knowing this
first, that there shall
come in the last days
scoffers, walking after
their own lusts, And
saying, WHERE IS THE
PROMISE OF HIS
COMING? for since the
fathers fell asleep, all
things continue as they
were from the beginning
of the creation. For this
they willingly are
ignorant of, that by the
Word of God the heavens
were of old, and the earth
standing out of the water
and in the water:
Whereby the world that
then was, being
overflowed with water,
perished” (in the days of
Noah): “But the heavens
and the earth, WHICH
ARE NOW, by the same
Word are kept in store,
RESERVED UNTO FIRE

against the Day of
judgment and perdition
of ungodly men”, (on the
Day of the Lord). “But,
beloved, be not ignorant
of this one thing, that one
day is with the Lord as a
thousand years, and a
thousand years as one
day. The Lord is not slack
concerning His promise,
as some men count
slackness; but is
longsuffering to us-ward,
not willing that any
should perish, but that
ALL should come to
repentance.” (Now watch
his inspired account of the
Day of the Lord, Jesus
Christ's Second Physical
Coming): “But The DAY
OF THE LORD will come
as A THIEF IN THE
NIGHT”, (catching the
whole world totally by
surprise, and totally
unprepared, for it is
unexpectedly; not that it is a
secret, but that it is
completely sudden and
unexpected, being a great
surprise, just as Apostle
Paul also stated in his
inspired account in 1
Thessalonians Chapter 5,
verse 2. Apostle Peter
continued his inspired
record, declaring
prophetically of the Day of
the Lord); “in the which
the heavens shall pass
away with a great noise,
and the elements shall
melt with fervent heat,
THE EARTH ALSO AND
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THE WORKS THAT ARE
THEREIN SHALL BE
BURNED UP”, (WITH
GREAT FIRE, coming forth
directly from heaven, and
also from the earth, God
creating a great and
unimaginable global
inferno)! “Seeing then
that ALL these things
shall be dissolved, what
manner of persons ought
ye to be in ALL holy
conversation and
godliness, Looking for
and hasting unto the
coming of THE DAY OF
GOD, wherein the
heavens being on fire
shall be dissolved, and
the elements shall melt
with fervent heat?
NEVERTHELESS WE,
ACCORDING TO HIS
PROMISE, LOOK FOR
NEW HEAVENS AND A
NEW EARTH, WHEREIN
D W E L L E T H
RIGHTEOUSNESS”,
ONCE THIS JUDGMENT
IS OVER, FOR THE LORD
WILL ESTABLISH THE
MILLENNIUM, WHICH IS
G O D ' S T H E O C R AT I C
GOVERNMENT ON
EARTH. This prophetic
picture, brothers and
sisters, relates exclusively
to the Day of the Lord, at
the Physical Return of
Jesus Christ to Planet
Earth. Prophet Isaiah also
saw this terrible day,
looking through the
binoculars of the Spirit of
God, declaring in the Book
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of Isaiah Chapter 13,
verses 6-13: “Howl ye; for
the DAY OF THE LORD is
at hand; it shall come AS
A DESTRUCTION FROM
THE ALMIGHTY.
Therefore shall ALL
hands be faint, and every
man's heart shall melt:
And they shall be afraid:
pangs and sorrows shall
take hold of them; they
shall be in pain as a
woman that travaileth:
they shall be amazed one
at another; their faces
shall be as flames.
BEHOLD, THE DAY OF
THE LORD COMETH,
CRUEL BOTH WITH
WRATH AND FIERCE
ANGER, TO LAY THE
LAND DESOLATE: AND
HE SHALL DESTROY
THE SINNERS THEREOF
OUT OF IT. For the stars
of heaven and the
constellations thereof
shall not give their light”,
(just as Jesus Christ
revealed in Matthew
Chapter 24): “the SUN
shall be darkened in his
going forth, and the
MOON shall not cause
her light to shine. And I
will punish the world for
their EVIL, and the
wicked for their
INIQUITY; and I will cause
the ARROGANCY of the
proud to cease, and will
l a y
l o w
t h e
HAUGHTINESS of the
terrible. I WILL MAKE A
MAN MORE PRECIOUS

THAN FINE GOLD; EVEN
A MAN THAN THE
GOLDEN WEDGE OF
OPHIR”, (FOR THAT IS
JUST HOW EXTREMELY
RARE HUMANITY WILL
BECOME IN THAT DAY, for
man will become an
extremely rare commodity,
God preserving only a very
small remnant of humanity,
out of which he will select
those who will pass into the
Millennium, to repopulate
the human race in that
Millennium, over whom
Christ and his Bride, along
with the saints of ALL Ages,
will reign. Hence, God
promised unfailingly):
“Therefore I will shake
the heavens, and the
earth shall remove out of
her place, in the wrath of
the Lord of hosts, and in
the Day of His fierce
anger.” Amen! In Isaiah
Chapter 24, Prophet Isaiah
reconfirmed this truth,
speaking by the Spirit of
God, proclaiming in verses
1-6: “BEHOLD, THE
LORD MAKETH THE
EARTH EMPTY, AND
MAKETH IT WASTE, AND
TURNETH IT UPSIDE
D O W N ,
A N D
SCATTERETH ABROAD
T H E I N H A B I TA N T S
THEREOF.” (What a day
that will be)! “And it shall
be, as with the people, so
with the priest; as with
the servant, so with his
master; as with the maid,
so with her mistress; as
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with the buyer, so with
the seller; as with the
lender, so with the
borrower; as with the
taker of usury, so with the
giver of usury to him”, (as
God brings down the
haughtiness and the utter
arrogance of man, an
impudent bunch of
humanity)! “THE LAND
SHALL BE UTTERLY
EMPTIED, AND UTTERLY
SPOILED: for the Lord
hath spoken this Word.”
(Now God begins to lay out
the reasons for which He
will do this; for it is all on
account of man's evil ways;
his extreme greed and
selfishness, his utter moral
perversion, and his
unabating wickedness,
both in thoughts and
deeds, the Lord declaring):
“The earth mourneth and
fadeth away, the world
languisheth and fadeth
away, the haughty people
of the earth do languish.
The earth also is defiled
under the inhabitants
thereof; because they
have transgressed the
laws, changed the
ordinance, broken the
everlasting covenant.
THEREFORE HATH THE
C U R S E ” , ( T H E
JUDGMENT OF GOD),
“DEVOURED THE
EARTH, AND THEY THAT
DWELL THEREIN
A R E D E S O L AT E :
THEREFORE THE
INHABITANTS OF THE
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EARTH ARE BURNED,
AND FEW MEN LEFT.”
Yes, only few men are left
on Planet Earth in that day,
as God wipes out humanity,
making “a man more
precious than fine gold;
even a man than the
golden wedge of Ophir”,
for he is so scarce and so
rare in that day, for the
humanity we have today,
are nothing but Serpent
Seeds! Skipping to verse
16, Prophet Isaiah
continued: “From the
uttermost part of the
earth have we heard
songs, even glory to the
righteous” (people of
God, who, today, are hated
and despised). “But I said,
My leanness, my
leanness, woe unto me!
The treacherous dealers
have dealt treacherously;
yea, the treacherous
dealers have dealt very
treacherously. Fear, and
the pit, and the snare, are
upon thee, O inhabitant
of the earth. And it shall
come to pass, that he
who fleeth from the noise
of the fear shall fall into
the pit; and he that
cometh up out of the
midst of the pit shall be
taken in the snare: for the
windows from on high
are open, and the
foundations of the earth
do shake. The earth is
utterly broken down, the
earth is clean dissolved,
the earth is moved

exceedingly. THE EARTH
SHALL REEL TO AND
F R O
L I K E
A
DRUNKARD”, (BY A
G I G A N T I C A N D
UNPRECEDENTED
EARTHQUAKE, which the
Lord ignites on that woeful
Day of the Lord, triggering
all other earthquakes and
volcanic eruptions,
exploding oil wells, with gas
fields combusting, setting
the world on fire, and
overturning the whole
earth), “and shall be
removed like a cottage;
A N D
T H E
TRANSGRESSION
THEREOF SHALL BE
HEAVY UPON IT; AND IT
SHALL FALL, AND NOT
RISE AGAIN. And it shall
come to pass in that day,
that the Lord shall punish
the host of the high ones
that are on high, and the
kings of the earth upon
the earth”, with ALL the
unrighteous and godless
decrees that they have
issued to oppress the poor
masses, ALL because they
can, being an extremely
selfish, self-seeking,
power-hungry, powerdriven, elitist, godless, and
wicked bunch of leaders,
serpent seeds!
Brothers and sisters, the
Apocalypse, the Book of
Revelation, confirms this
absolute truth, right under
the Seventh Vial, declaring
in Revelation Chapter 16,
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verses 17-21: “And the
Seventh Angel poured
out his vial into the air;
and there came a great
Voice out of the Temple of
heaven, from the Throne,
saying, It is done. And
there were voices, and
thunders, and lightnings;
AND THERE WAS A
GREAT EARTHQUAKE,
SUCH AS WAS NOT
SINCE MEN WERE UPON
THE EARTH, SO MIGHTY
AN EARTHQUAKE, AND
SO GREAT. And the great
city” (of Jerusalem) “was
divided into three parts,
and the cities of the
Nations FELL: and great
Babylon came in
remembrance before
God, to give unto her the
cup of the wine of the
fierceness of his wrath.
And every island fled
away, and the mountains
were not found. And
there fell upon men a
great hail out of heaven,
every stone about the
weight of a talent: and
men blasphemed God
because of the plague of
the hail; for the plague
thereof was exceeding
great.” FOR THIS IS THE
END OF MODERN MAN,
HIS VERY END! Think
about it! To close the
prophetic picture about the
Second Physical Coming
of Jesus Christ, on the Day
of the Lord, we will now
return to continue the
inspired record of
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Revelation Chapter 19,
setting forth this truth,
which we left out earlier.
Revelation Chapter 19,
beginning from verse 11,
records: “And I saw
heaven opened”, (God
allowing mortal man to see
directly into the spirit realm
for the first time), “and
behold a white horse;
and he” (Jesus Christ)
“that sat upon him was
called Faithful and True,
and in righteousness he
doth judge and make war.
His eyes were as a flame
of fire”, (for he is no longer
that little gentle Lamb, but
now he is the roaring Lion
of the Tribe of Judah, with
fiery eyes, coming down to
take over the whole earth),
“and on his head were
many crowns”, (speaking
of his rulership over ALL the
Nations on the earth); “and
he had A NAME
WRITTEN, that no man
knew, but he himself”,
(which is a New Name, just
as we will also be coming
on that day with New
Names). “And he was
clothed with a vesture
dipped in blood: and his
Name is called The Word
of God.” (Now watch):
“And THE ARMIES which
W E R E I N H E AV E N ” ,
(PRIOR TO THIS DAY,
PRIOR TO THIS EVENT),
“followed him upon white
horses, clothed in fine
linen, white and clean.”
(The “fine linen” gives us

the prophetic description of
the Bride of Jesus Christ,
the Lamb's wife, revealed
in verses 7-8, for they are
the preeminent class of
saints in this heavenly
army, which takes in ALL
the Old Testament saints,
as well as the Angels of
God, conveying a most
g l o r i o u s
a n d
unprecedented heavenly
military formation in the
sky)! “And out of his
mouth goeth a sharp
sword, that with it he
should smite the
Nations”, (which is the
Power of the Spoken
Word): “and he shall rule
them with a rod of iron”,
(which is total righteous
discipline): “and he
treadeth the winepress of
the fierceness and wrath
of Almighty God”, (wiping
out this evil and very
ungodly class of humanity
that we see today, on the
Day of the Lord). “And he
hath on his vesture and
on his thigh a name
written, KING OF KINGS,
AND LORD OF LORDS.
And I saw an angel
standing in the sun; and
he cried with a loud
voice, saying to ALL the
fowls that fly in the midst
of heaven”, (meat eaters,
carnivores, saying),
“Come and gather
yourselves together unto
the supper of the great
God”, (prepared for them
on that evil day); “That ye
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may eat the flesh of
kings”, (world leaders),
“and the flesh of
captains”, (military
generals and captains),
“and the flesh of mighty
men”, (business moguls;
the world's intellectual think
tanks; men who are the
shakers and movers of the
world; and the world
celebrities), “and the flesh
of horses, and of them
that sit on them, and the
flesh of ALL men, both
free and bond, both small
and great.” (For in that
day, there is No distinction
whatsoever between men,
be they White, Black,
Brown, or Yellow; be they
Rich or Poor; be they
Master or Servant, FOR
ALL ARE ALIKE, UNDER
DIVINE JUDGMENT),
B E I N G T O TA L LY
GODLESS, AND
P E R V E R S E
CREATURES! This is the
day when racial prejudice,
racial bigotry and
arrogance, and ALL ethnic
and tribal prejudice, comes
to a permanent and
perpetual end, for as it is
written, ALL flesh is grass)!
“And I saw the beast”,
(the Antichrist), “AND the
kings of the earth, and
their armies”, (fully armed
with ALL their useless
laser guided, highly
computerised military
technology, ALL of which
are absolutely carnal),
“gathered together to
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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make war against him”
(Jesus the King, the
Immortal Son of God),
“that sat on the horse,
and against his army”,
(made up of super-human
beings, immortal saints,
AND the holy angels).
“AND the beast”, (which
prophetically gives us the
spirit behind the European
Union, the spirit of Satan
that is ruling the Restored
Roman Beast), “was
taken, AND with him the
false prophet”, (who is the
Antichrist), “that wrought
miracles before him”,
(before the Roman Beast
that he controlled,
“miracles” which gives us
scientific military miracles),
“with which he deceived
them that had received
the mark of the beast, and
them that worshipped his
image. These both were
cast alive into a lake of
fire burning with
brimstone”, (the end or
the destiny of the two evil
spirits). “And the remnant
were slain with the sword
of him that sat upon the
horse, which sword
proceeded out of his
mouth: and ALL the fowls
were filled with their
flesh.” Just how can they
expect to win against this
supernatural army?! How
can they even dare to think
that they can do anything to
this heavenly army, made
up of the Immortal Christ,
who is “the Word of God”,

the holy angels of God, and
the saints of God, who are
immortals, and hence, are
like angels?! The audacity
and utter arrogance of
fallen man! They really
think that their highly
c o m p u t e r i s e d ,
technological and scientific
military advancement,
makes them something!
Remember, it is God
c o m i n g o n t h a t d a y,
incarnated in Jesus Christ,
and as it is written in Psalm
2 concerning that day, “He
that sitteth in the
heavens shall laugh: the
Lord shall have them in
derision”, for their utter
impudence (bold
disrespect)! Revelation
Chapter 17, verses 12-14,
also records: “And the ten
horns” (of Europe) “which
thou sawest” (on the
Roman Beast), “are ten
kings, which have
received no kingdom as
yet”, (meaning, that none
of these horns has been
able to establish another
empire of their own, outside
that of the Roman Beast
Empire); “but receive
power as kings one hour
with the beast”, (the
Antichrist). “These have
one mind, and shall give
their power and strength
unto the beast”, (the
Antichrist, and this truth is
reinforced in verse 17).
“These” (Ten Horns, the
European Union), “shall
make war with the
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Lamb…” Hold it right
there! Decades ago, I used
to wonder how would this
be possible, knowing that
the Europeans were the
ones who evangelised the
world, in Six Long Church
Ages, right from the
Second Church Age. It is
not that I disbelieved the
Word of God; it just seemed
incredible, although I know
it is absolutely the truth,
one that will come to pass,
for the Word of God is
i n f a l l i b l e ! O n e d a y,
however, my wife and I
were talking about the
current liberal, atheistic,
anti-God spirit of the British
Nation, and she made a
statement which just
clicked in my heart, for it
opened up something,
regarding the Ten Horns of
Europe, the Europeans.
She said Britain lost the
cream of her men in the
Second World War, men
who were gentlemen in that
society. These were the
men who made Britain
what it is, men who knew
morality, and the eternal
value of faith in Jesus
Christ, and hence, they
were the Church goers,
and they filled the
Churches, which today are
now completely empty! So,
I said, yes, that is exactly
what also happened to
Europe! God used the First
World War, with ALL the
destruction and death that
it caused, and then
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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crowned it with the Second
World War, which brought
an incomparable volume of
deaths, about 70-85 million
in total, from Europe to the
Middle East, to North
Africa. And by the time that
war was over in 1945, the
population of Europe was
very much decimated,
leaving only a remnant of
men, with Europe in total
ruins. The survivors were
the men who produced the
present-day class of
Europeans, who have no
understanding of anything
divine, for they have no
love for, or value for, the
things of the Spirit of God.
Brothers and sisters, the
T w o Wo r l d W a r s ,
particularly the Second
World War, was what God
used to change the
religious demography of
Europe: It changed their
attitude towards God and
religion, and created a
God-hating, liberal minded,
fun and entertainment
loving, carnal minded,
atheistic, earthbound class
of Europeans! These are
the very ones who will fight
the Physical Return of
Jesus Christ, and we can
ALL plainly see that now, on
account of the great hatred
they have towards God,
towards His Word, and
towards Christians! That is
precisely why their major
news media, will never
report the great
persecution and genocide

that is being perpetrated
against Christians around
the world, because we are
not wanted here on this
earth! We will take
Revelation Chapter 17,
verse 14 again, and it
records: “These” (Ten
Horns of Europe) “shall
make war with the Lamb,
AND THE LAMB SHALL
OVERCOME THEM: for
he is Lord of lords, and
King of kings: and they
that are with him”,
(referring to the armies
already in heaven), “are
CALLED, and CHOSEN,
and FAITHFUL”, (a
prophetic description which
confirms, that indeed, the
armies in heaven have the
Bride saints as its
preeminent class). Coming
back to Revelation Chapter
19, which we just read,
where the Lord will slay the
Antichrist led armies of the
world, with the Power of the
Spoken Word, and feed
their flesh to wild birds, for
none of them will be buried!
This is where it all ends,
brothers and sisters, for
this is the end of ALL evil
and ungodly mankind, the
end of ALL those who reject
God, along with ALL those
who flagrantly trample
upon the Truth of the Holy
Scriptures! May I add, that
many of those who now
profess to believe the Lord,
and who think that they are
saved, will be nothing but
fodder for burning on that
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terrible Day of the Lord.
That is precisely why the
Spirit of the resurrected
Christ is earnestly
imploring this Laodicean
Age, in the Book of
Revelation Chapter 3,
verse 18, seriously
pleading: “I counsel thee
to buy of me GOLD tried
in the fire”, (which is the
revealed Faith of Jesus
Christ of the Holy Bible),
“that thou MAYEST BE
RICH; and WHITE
RAIMENT” (of divine
righteousness, which the
true revelation of Jesus
Christ gives), “that thou
MAYEST BE CLOTHED,
AND THAT THE SHAME
OF THY NAKEDNESS DO
NOT APPEAR; and anoint
thine eyes with
EYESALVE, that thou
MAYEST SEE” (THE
PERFECT LIGHT OF LIFE,
which we have in Jesus
Christ, which the unveiling
of the Holy Scriptures give).
Therefore, we urge you to
run into the True Light of
Jesus Christ, the True Light
of the Holy Bible, because
the Day of the Lord is just
down the road, FOR MAN
IS NOW WRITING THE
LAST CHAPTER OF
HUMAN HISTORY! This is
the “Generation” that will
see the total wrap up, and
the fulfilment of ALL these
things! (Matt. 24:32-34;
Luke 21:29-33). Please
make hay whilst the sun
shines, and make peace
The Pure Seed Doctrines - Part 6
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with Jesus Christ our Lord
and Saviour, strictly in the
Light of Truth, for the day is
coming, when the price of
truth will change! Speaking
about the Day of the Lord,
we are admonished by
Apostle Peter, in 2 Peter
Chapter 3, verses 11-14:
“Seeing then that ALL
these things shall be
dissolved, what manner
of persons ought ye to be
i n
A L L
h o l y
conversation”, (holy
conduct), “AND
godliness, Looking for
and hasting unto the
coming of the Day of
God, wherein the
heavens being on fire
shall be dissolved, and
the elements shall melt
with fervent heat?
Nevertheless we,
according to His
promise, look for new
heavens and a new earth,
wherein dwelleth
righteousness.
Wherefore, beloved,
seeing that ye look for
such things, BE
DILIGENT THAT YE MAY
BE FOUND OF HIM IN
PEACE, WITHOUT SPOT,
AND BLAMELESS.”
Amen.
In closing our consideration
of this Doctrine, the Second
Physical Coming of Jesus
Christ, the Book of
Zechariah Chapter 14,
gives us a beautiful picture
of something in verses 4-5,

plainly declaring: “And his
feet”, (the feet of Jesus
Christ, the King of kings
and Lord of lords), “shall
stand in that day”, (at his
touch down), “upon the
Mount of Olives, which is
before Jerusalem on the
East”, (the very exact spot
from where he departed the
earth, after his resurrection
and 40 days appearance to
his disciples, as recorded in
the Book of Acts Chapter 1,
verses 9-12. And when he
descends at his Second
Physical Return, and
touches down precisely on
the Mount of Olives, the
Holy Bible now records):
“and the Mount of Olives
shall cleave in the midst
thereof toward the East
and toward the West, and
there shall be a very great
valley”, (giving us an
earthquake that literally
divides the Mount of Olives
in two); “and half of the
mountain shall remove
toward the North, and
half of it toward the
South”, (as the Lord
redesigns the topography
of that area). “And ye shall
flee to the valley of the
mountains; for the valley
of the mountains shall
reach unto Azal: yea, ye
shall flee, like as ye fled
from before the
earthquake in the days of
Uzziah king of Judah:
and THE LORD MY GOD
SHALL COME”,
(BECAUSE IT IS STILL
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GOD COMING ON THAT
DAY, INCARNATED IN
JESUS CHRIST HIS SON),
“AND ALL THE SAINTS
WITH THEE.” This verse of
Scripture, brothers and
sisters, which states
categorically, that “The
Lord my GOD SHALL
COME, and ALL the
saints with thee”,
prophetically and implicitly
(indirectly) confirms, the
Mystical Return of Jesus
Christ for his Bride, which
event would have taken
place, long before his
Physical Return from

February 2020

heaven, WITH “ALL the
Saints”, on this great Day
of the Lord. Amen! By the
grace of God, brothers and
sisters, I lay before you the
Fundamental Doctrine of
the Second Coming of
Jesus Christ, both his
Mystical and Physical
Comings, for it is a Major
Doctrine of the Original
Pure Seed Church of God,
that was born on the Day of
Pentecost. It forms an
infallible, immutable, most
precious Foundation Stone
of the Early Church, which
the Founding Fathers of

our Faith, laid down for us.
Take it away, and you take
away your portion from the
Royal Bride of Jesus
Christ. It is that serious!
With this Doctrine
scripturally established, we
will close right here, to
consider in the succeeding
segment of the Scribe, the
Lord being our helper, the
next Fundamental Doctrine
of the Early Church, which
is the Doctrine of The
Resurrection.
The Lord bless you.
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Our Convention dates for 2020 are as follows:
November Convention: 12th - 15th, 2020.

NOTE: Our email address has changed.
All are welcome to the meetings. If you need more information, or if you
have any questions or any comments, please feel free to contact us. All
correspondence should be addressed to:
pastorbft@yahoo.com
For those who prefer to write, our postal address is at the bottom of this
page. We look forward to hearing from you.
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